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Flight speeds of some British Columbia birds
Kyle Elliott1 and Gary Kaiser2
1
2
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Royal British Columbia Museum, 675 Belleville Street, Victoria, BC, Canada V8W 9W2; e-mail: gansus@shaw.ca

Abstract: Flight speeds of many birds remain unknown, or are known only from one or two localities. We present data on flight
speeds for 34 species of birds from British Columbia. For birds with sample sizes greater than one, the slowest average flight
speed (22 km·hr-1) was for Vaux’s Swift (Chaetura vauxi) and the highest average flight speed (85 km·hr-1) was for Marbled
Murrelets (Brachyramphus marmoratus) during pre-incubation. Observations of the same species using marine radar were
usually consistent, but tended to be much higher than studies using Doppler radar. This may be an artifact of location as
Doppler radar tended to be used in terrestrial environments and marine radar over water, where birds may fly faster. Across
bird species, flight speed was mostly explained by wingloading, and increased with wingloading0.27. The low value of this
exponent suggests that muscle efficiency may also vary with body mass. We encourage anyone with access to radar to
measure flight speeds of more birds.
Key words: Flight speed, marine radar, Doppler radar, allometry, wingloading, British Columbia

Introduction
Flying defines the popular notion of what it is to be a bird.
Nevertheless, several aspects of avian flight remain incompletely understood. For example, despite extensive mathematical modeling (e.g. Pennycuick 1998), the energy costs for birds
during flight are often poorly predicted by existing models and
certain critical parameters, such as muscle efficiency, parasite
drag coefficient and profile power, remain poorly known
(Pennycuick et al. 1996; Rayner 1999; Tobalske et al. 2003;
Ward et al. 2004). One of the difficulties in determining appropriate parameters for mathematical models of avian flight is
the difficulty in obtaining data for wild birds. The flight speeds
of many wild birds are unknown or known only from a single
location because it is relatively difficult to measure flight speeds
in the wild. For example, a recent study using radar to document flight speeds included less than 1.5% (n = 138) of all bird
species (Alerstam et al. 2007). Even if we include earlier work
using less reliable techniques (e.g. Meinertzhagen 1955), it is
likely that the flight speed is known for less than 5% of all bird
species, representing less than a quarter of all bird families.

data we collected during radar surveys for Marbled Murrelets
along the mainland coast. Marine radar picks up the location of birds that can be tracked across consecutive sweeps
as the bird flies past. Thus, we were able to derive flight
speeds for many birds from the murrelet radar surveys by
placing a plastic transparency on top of the radar screen and
recording the location of a target (bird or group of birds) on
consecutive sweeps (each sweep took precisely 2.5 s). Our
FURUNO radars were salvaged from old BC Ferries. We
recorded only one flight speed per flock, so sample sizes
refer to number of flocks for flocking species. We recorded
flight speeds of birds using flapping flight in the absence of
wind and when all birds flew within a few metres of the
water surface. We excluded birds circling from analyses (see
Elliott et al. 2004 for details). We report flight speeds in
km·hr-1 rather than the conventional m·s-1 to aid readers in
getting an impression of the flight speeds. Where possible,
we compare our flight speeds to flight speeds obtained elsewhere for the same species. All averages are reported ± one
standard deviation (Table 1).

Results
Methods
Here, we measure the flight speeds of some of British
Columbia’s birds. We compile data from the literature and
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Flight speeds recorded by radar (Burger 2001; Elliott et
al. 2004; Alerstam et al. 2007; our own data) were largely
consistent within 10 km·hr-1 when sample sizes were sufficient,
but were much higher than those recorded using a hand-held,
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Table 1. Flight speeds (km·hr-1) of British Columbia birds. Sample size represents only one bird per flock. Ranges are
given for Burger 2001; standard deviations for other studies.
Species

Location

Canada Goose

Mainland Coast
Sweden
Mainland Coast
Mainland Coast
Mainland Coast
Sweden
Mainland Coast
Mainland Coast
Sweden
Mainland Coast
Clayoquot Sound
Mainland Coast
Sweden
Clayoquot Sound
Mainland Coast
Mainland Coast
Sweden
Mainland Coast
Sweden
Creston WMA
Mandarte Island (inside ground effect)
Mandarte Island (outside ground effect)
Clayoquot Sound
Mainland Coast
Sweden
Mainland Coast
Mainland Coast
Creston WMA
Mainland Coast
Clayoquot Sound
Mainland Coast
Sweden
Mainland Coast
Mainland Coast
Mainland Coast
Mandarte Island
Mainland Coast
Mainland Coast (pre-incubation)
Mainland Coast (incubation)
Mainland Coast (chick-rearing)
Mainland Coast (non-breeding)
Clayoquot Sound (outgoing)
Clayoquot Sound (incoming)
Clayoquot Sound
Okanagan Falls (Doppler radar)
Okanagan Falls (direct measurement)
Clayoquot Sound
Doc English Bluff
Mainland Coast
Sweden
Fraser River (<0.5 m from water)

Blue-winged Teal
Barrow’s Goldeneye
Common Goldeneye
Surf Scoter
White-winged Scoter
Harlequin Duck
Common Merganser

Common Loon
Red-throated Loon
Pacific Loon
Arctic Loon
Red-necked Grebe
Double-crested Cormorant
Bald Eagle
White-tailed Eagle
Spotted Sandpiper
Western Sandpiper
Black Tern
Bonaparte’s Gull
Mew Gull

Glaucous-winged Gull
Common Murre
Pigeon Guillemot
Rhinoceros Auklet
Marbled Murrelet

Common Nighthawk

Vaux’s Swift
White-throated Swift
Barn Swallow

Fraser River (>0.5 m from water)
Violet-green Swallow
Tree Swallow
Mountain Bluebird
Northwestern Crow
Common Raven
American Robin
European Starling
Bat (unknown sp.)
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Clayoquot Sound
Riske Creek
Riske Creek
Clayoquot Sound
Mainland Coast
Mainland Coast
Sweden
Mainland Coast
Scout Island, Williams Lake
Sweden
Clayoquot Sound

Speed

n

75 ± 3
60
86
68
59
80 ± 5
64 ± 16
70 ± 15
72 ± 17
65 ± 15
59 (48-72)
70 ± 14
70 ± 4
66 (60-77)
76 ± 7
64 ± 13
67 ± 14
69 ± 15
70 ± 8
39 ± 3
40 ± 7
36 ± 7
37
50 ± 9
49 ± 3
36 ± 3
57 ± 6
26 ± 2
57
34 (24-48)
37 ± 14
48 ± 10
41 ± 12
71 ± 10
38 ± 4
68 ± 11
64 ± 7
85 ± 12
81 ± 12
76 ± 15
77 ± 14
105
66
48
24 ± 4
19 ± 4
22
36 ± 4
49 ± 7
41 ± 7
31 ± 9

5
1
1
1
1
10
36
11
32
12
6
11
2
3
22
11
7
13
13
64
80
145
6
16
2
2
6
41
1
18
327
36
79
20
230
16
9
100
1435
1435
30

22 ± 9

250

26 (21-33)
24 ± 2
30 ± 2
32 (24-48)
38 ± 14
57 ± 10
57 ± 3
52
35 ± 2
49 ± 15
21 (8-38)

15
313
263
12
22
2
5
1
163
13
29

1
64
36
12
104
3
110
571

Source
Our study
Alerstam et al. 2007
Our study
Our study
Our study
Alerstam et al. 2007
Our study
Burger 2001
Alerstam et al. 2007
Our study
Burger 2001
Our study
Alerstam et al. 2007
Burger 2001
Our study
Our study
Alerstam et al. 2007
Our study
Alerstam et al. 2007
Blake and Chan 2006
de la Cueva 1991
de la Cueva 1991
Burger 2001
Our study
Alerstam et al. 2007
Our study
Our study
Blake and Chan 2006
Our study
Burger 2001
Our study
Alerstam et al. 2007
Our study
Our study
Our study
Blake and Chan 2006
Our study
Our study
Our study
Our study
Our study
Burger 2001
Burger 2001
Burger 2001
Brigham et al. 1998
Burger 2001
Blake and Chan 2006
Our study
Alerstam et al. 2007
Blake et al. 1990,
de la Cueva and Blake 1997
Blake et al. 1990,
de la Cueva and Blake 1997
Burger 2001
Blake and Chan 2006
Blake and Chan 2006
Burger 2001
Our study
Our study
Alerstam et al. 2007
Our study
Blake and Chan 2006
Alerstam et al. 2007
Burger 2001
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Doppler radar gun for the same species (all other references)
than direct observations (time to cross a set distance) because Doppler radar measured instantaneous flight speeds
without including small deviations from a straight line
(Brigham et al. 1998). All authors have gone to considerable lengths to verify their techniques and used high precision instruments so mismeasurement is unlikely. However,
either one or both of the radar methods may misrepresent
flight speeds.
We suggest that birds in the marine radar studies were
actually flying faster than those in the Doppler radar gun
studies. It is evident to any birder that individual birds can
use a variety of flight speeds, depending on the purpose of
their activity. For example, it is easy to imagine that birds
flying across salt water are commuting or migrating and
unlikely to be feeding (e.g. most birds in the marine radar
studies). They are likely to fly faster than birds foraging
aerobatically for insects above the Fraser River (e.g.
nighthawks, swallows; most birds in the Doppler radar
studies).
Two seabirds stand out for variation in flight speed within
a single species. Pigeon Guillemots at Mandarte Island observed using Doppler radar averaged 38 ± 4 km·hr-1 while
birds observed using marine radar along the mainland coast

averaged 68 ± 11 km·hr-1. The large discrepancy in flight speed
between these two marine locations is difficult to explain.
Perhaps birds flying near the breeding colony in summer
(Blake and Chan 2006) may be accelerating, decelerating as
they approach a “splashdown” site where they can preen or
socialize. They may be less motivated to fly as fast as birds
commuting longer distances between winter foraging sites
(our study). In an analogous situation, we found no difference between arrival and departures speeds of Marbled
Murrelets along the mainland coast. At Clayoquot Sound,
murrelets departed at 105 km·hr-1 (range = 42–166 km·hr-1)
but arrived at 66 km·hr-1 (range = 35–139 km·hr-1), possibly
because the departing birds were using gravitational energy
to increase speed as they flew down from the mountains
(Burger 2001). The difference in speeds may be due to local
topography. In Clayoquot Sound, the land often rises steeply
from the shore, drainages are often short with little estuarine
development, and the radar station was onshore. Many birds
could have been approaching from higher elevations, exploiting the effect of gravity. Along the mainland coast, drainages
are often large and the birds may have been following a river
at low elevation for fairly long distances before they reached
salt water. In addition, the boat carrying the radar was usually
anchored at the very edge of the inlet.

Figure 1. Flight speed
increases with mass (R2
= 0.45), wingspan (R2 =
0.18) and wingloading
(R 2 = 0.52). Units for
morphometrics are:
mass in dg, wingspan in
m, wingloading in g/m2.
Values were logarithmically-transformed because flight speed is expected to relate allometrically to morphology. Triangles represent
observations using Doppler radar, squares represent marine radar.
Morphometrics were obtained from the sources
themselves or from
Alerstam et al. (2008).
The mean for each independent set of measurements for each species
is included in the regression.
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Discussion
Birds do not have a single “flight speed”, but use a variety
of different speeds depending on circumstances (see
Hedenström and Alerstam 1996 or Blake and Chan 2006 for
some examples of why birds may use different speeds). When
crossing exposed areas (such as open water) birds may increase
speed to avoid predation. Such bursts of speed are expected to
have a higher velocity than the energetically-optimal maximum
range speed. Thus, it should be unsurprising that flight speeds
differ based on location.
Although flight speeds are highly variable within and across
species, there is a general trend for flight speeds to increase
with mass, wingspan and wing-loading (Fig. 1). Interestingly,
flight speed is expected to vary as mass0.17 and wing-loading0.5
based on current models for avian flight (Alerstam et al. 2007).
In contrast, our observed flight speed varied with mass0.13 and
wing-loading0.25 (mass0.11 and wing-loading0.22 excluding Doppler radar measurements). Our exponents were close to those
for the relationships mass0.13 and wing-loading0.31 observed by
Alerstam et al. (2007) based on a much larger sample size (138
species). Thus, large birds are flying slower than expected and
small birds faster than expected by current models for avian
flight (Alerstam et al. 2007). Alerstam et al. (2007) suggest
that variation in muscle efficiency with mass and flight speed
may account for the observed differences. Another possibility
is that the drag coefficient, which is poorly known, may increase with bird size (Rayner 1999). Alternatively, small birds
have higher maximal muscle capability compared to average
muscle requirements during flight, meaning that smaller birds
can exploit a greater range of flight speeds than larger birds
(Ellington 1991). Consequently, large birds may be limited to
a single, slow speed while small birds may have a greater ability to increase their speed when they are motivated to do so,
reducing the difference in flight speed between large and small
birds. In either case, it is clear that our understanding of avian
flight speed still needs considerable improvement. We suggest
that anyone with access to radar equipment could make a significant contribution to ornithology by continuing to measure
the flight speed of birds.
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Williamson’s Sapsucker (Sphyrapicus thyroideus) sap trees in
British Columbia
Les W. Gyug1, Chris Steeger2, and I. Penny Ohanjanian3
1
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Abstract: Williamson’s Sapsucker sap trees in British Columbia were characterized based on incidental observations of sap
trees from 2004 to 2008, and sap tree frequency of occurrence was based on systematic and random tree samples near nests
in 2006 and 2007. Douglas-fir was the most common sap tree (85%), but western larch, lodgepole pine, and ponderosa pine
sap trees were also found. The majority of sap trees (75%) were between 23 and 47 cm diameter-at-breast-height (DBH).
Sap trees were found up to 460 m from nest trees, but most occurred within 100 m. Douglas-firs 23-52 cm DBH, with injuries
to the trunk, and within 60 m of nests were six times more likely to be sap trees than any other class of trees. Overall, the
majority of sap trees occurred in classes of trees that have very low frequency of sap trees (<4%) which suggests that sap tree
availability is not limiting.
Key words: Williamson’s Sapsucker, Sphyrapicus thyroideus, sap trees, British Columbia.

Introduction
Williamson’s Sapsucker, Sphyrapicus thyroideus
(Cassin, 1852), is a medium-sized woodpecker specialized
for feeding on tree sap. It breeds in pine, fir and larch higher
elevation forests of the mountains of western North America.
In Canada, it is restricted to the southern interior of British
Columbia where it was considered an uncommon summer
resident (Campbell et al. 1990) and more recently has been
assessed as Endangered (COSEWIC 2005).
On the breeding range, sap and phloem fibers form the
primary diet in the pre-nestling period, and may constitute
the entire diet in early spring when insects (ants in particular) are not yet active (Crockett 1975; Dobbs et al. 1997).
Adults continue to feed on sap and phloem fibers throughout the breeding season, although ants are the primary food
fed to nestlings (Crockett 1975). In Colorado, Williamson’s
Sapsucker pairs were reported to maintain 4-5 coniferous
sap trees—typically healthy Douglas-fir or unhealthy pine
trees—in a breeding territory, based on opportunistic observations of banded birds made while conducting detailed foraging studies (Crockett 1975). Sap trees in other localities
have included a variety of other coniferous species including true firs and junipers (Bull et al. 1986; see summary in
Crockett 1975). Only two studies have quantified the characteristics of Williamson’s Sapsucker sap trees (Oliver 1970;
Crockett 1975), and only one study (Oliver 1970) has estimated frequency of sap tree occurrence in a stand. Bull et
al. (1986) used focal animal techniques to quantify the trees
British Columbia Birds

upon which Williamson’s Sapsucker foraged, but did not
separate ant-foraging trees from sap trees.
In this paper we first describe the species, size, and condition of sap trees used by Williamson’s Sapsucker in British Columbia and the distance of those sap trees to active
nest trees based on incidental observations made during nest
tree inventories and other research on Williamson’s
Sapsucker. We secondly estimate the frequency of sap tree
occurrence among tree species, size classes and health from
samples of trees near Williamson’s Sapsucker nests. The
characterization of sap trees is one of several concurrent
studies to describe the breeding resources used by
Williamson’s Sapsucker to assist in development of habitat
management plans for this endangered species in British
Columbia.

Methods
The study area was the interior of southern British Columbia within the breeding range of Williamson’s Sapsucker
(Figure 1). This included three geographical regions: the
Western, west of the Okanagan valley; the Okanagan, east
of the Okanagan valley; and the East Kootenay near
Cranbrook. In the East Kootenay and Okanagan,
Williamson’s Sapsucker associates primarily with mixed
western larch and Douglas-fir forests, and in the Western
region primarily with mixed forests of ponderosa pine,
Douglas-fir and trembling aspen (Gyug et al. 2007).
Volume 19, 2009
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Figure 1. Location of Williamson’s Sapsucker nests (black
dots) for which vegetation data were collected in the southern interior of B.C., 2006-2007.

From 2004 to 2008, Williamson’s Sapsucker nests were
located by call and drum playback surveys with follow-up

(a)

7

nest searches where Williamson’s Sapsucker were detected,
or by nest searches alone at some sites (Gyug et al. 2007).
In the Okanagan and Western regions, sap trees were located by observing Williamson’s Sapsuckers at sap wells,
usually near nests. Sap tree information was collected within
several different projects and by a number of field crew incidentally to the primary focus on nest trees. Therefore information on location relative to nest, and on tree species,
size and health were not collected consistently for all sap
trees. Sap tree observations were not collected in the East
Kootenay region except for one western larch sap tree for
which no other data were recorded.
The presence of sap wells alone could not be used as
evidence of Williamson’s Sapsucker use because the
sympatric Red-naped Sapsucker (Sphyrapicus nuchalis)
also makes sap wells. Oliver (1970) characterized use of
ponderosa pine sap trees in California in a stand where
both Williamson’s Sapsucker and Red-breasted Sapsucker

(c)

(b)

Figure 2. (a) Williamson’s Sapsucker xylem or exploratory sap wells on Douglas-fir tree. (b) Williamson’s
Sapsucker phloem sap wells on Douglas-fir tree. (c)
Williamson’s Sapsucker xylem or exploratory sap wells
dispersed across the trunk, and phloem sap wells
“laddering” up the trunk of a western larch tree. All photos
were taken near McCuddy Creek, east of Oliver, B.C. by
Les W. Gyug.
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(Sphyrapicus ruber) occurred but either could not, or did
not, attempt to distinguish between the sap wells of the
two species. However, in the southern interior of British
Columbia there are differences in some types of sap wells
of Williamson’s Sapsucker and Red-naped Sapsucker that
can sometimes be used to distinguish sap trees of the two
species. In addition, other woodpeckers occurring in
southern British Columbia may create and use sap wells
including American Three-Toed Woodpeckers (Picoides
dorsalis) (Imbeau and Desrochers 2002), and Downy
Woodpeckers (Picoides pubescens) (Jackson and Ouellet
2002). However, Downy Woodpecker sap wells are
smaller, less rectangular, and less deep than sapsucker
wells (Jackson and Ouellet 2002).
Sapsuckers create two types of sap wells (Tate 1973;
Eberhardt 2000). The first type, termed xylem sap wells,
are small (usually <8 mm diameter) and relatively deep pits
either to access xylem sap (particularly in the spring), or as
exploratory wells (Figure 2, a and c). The second type,
termed phloem sap well, are larger (usually >10 mm), rectangular, shallow wells to access the phloem sap through
the remainder of the summer (Figure 2, b and c). The difference in the two types of sap wells had been previously described only for other sapsuckers, but our field observations
showed that this was also the case for Williamson’s
Sapsucker. In the Hat Creek area of British Columbia, Rednaped Sapsuckers made xylem sap wells in coniferous trees,
particularly in the spring before leaf out, while through the
remainder of the nesting season they used mainly deciduous trees, rather than coniferous trees, and large shrubs for
phloem sap wells (Walters et al. 2002). In general, the
phloem sap wells on conifers that look like honeycomb lattices (Figure 2b) or else “ladder” up the tree trunk (Figure
2c) could be attributed to Williamson’s Sapsucker in our
study area based on our field observations of birds at sap

trees in stands where both species of sapsuckers occurred.
To avoid errors in classifying sap trees as belonging to one
species of sapsucker or the other, we only considered incidentally encountered sap trees to belong to Williamson’s
Sapsuckers if we observed them at the sap wells, or if the
sap tree was <50 m from an active nest and there were no
nesting Red-naped Sapsuckers in the immediate area.
The frequency of sap tree occurrence among tree species, size classes and health was estimated from systematic
and random samples of trees near Williamson’s Sapsucker
nests. Tree count plots were conducted anytime from July
to October in 16-ha (225-m radius) areas around 33 nests in
the Western region and 67 nests in the Okanagan region in
2006 and 2007, and 9 nests in the East Kootenay region in
2006 (Figure 1). The plot size of 16-ha around each nest
was chosen because this was assumed to be close to the
smallest breeding territory size within which a pair could
meet all its foraging requirements in moderate to high quality breeding habitat based on the mean nearest-neighbor nest
distances of 450 m (Gyug et al. 2007).
We used a vegetation sampling protocol for standing live
and dead trees based on the Birds and Burns Network (2005).
While all standing trees (live or dead) were tallied, for this
sap tree analysis we considered only live coniferous trees.
At each nest tree four 50-m transects were laid out in cardinal directions with the north and south transects beginning
at the nest tree, and the east and west transects beginning 10
m from the nest tree. Fifteen additional 50-m transects were
placed randomly within the remainder of the 16-ha area
between 60 and 225 m from the nest tree. On each 50-m
transect, the sampled plot was 1-m to each side of centerline
for small trees 8–22 cm diameter-at-breast-height (DBH),
3-m for large live trees 23–57 cm DBH, and 10-m for very
large live trees ¥58 cm DBH. Recorded for each live conifer within a plot was the species, DBH rounded to the near-

Table 1. Williamson’s Sapsucker sap tree species, condition, and diameter-at-breast-height (DBH) in British Columbia,
2004-2008, based on incidental observations of sap trees. DBH and tree health were not recorded (NR) for every sap tree.
See text for descriptions of tree condition. SD = Standard Deviation.
Total (n)

NR

Tree Condition
Unhealthy
Healthy
Other
Injury

DBH (cm)
Mean

SD

Range

11.4

14-52

Western Region
Douglas-fir

1

27

13

7

4

3

36.7

Lodgepole Pine

5

0

1

2

2

33.8

5.9

29-43

Ponderosa Pine

3

0

0

2

1

44.3

12.4

30-52

35

13

8

8

6

71

18

43

4

6

37.7

13.5

8-75

9

2

6

0

1

30.6

6.7

24-42

80

20

49

4

7

Total
Okanagan Region
Douglas-fir
Western Larch
Total
1

n = 20 for Western region Douglas-fir because DBH was not recorded for 7 sap trees.
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est 5-cm, condition as healthy or unhealthy, and if unhealthy,
the outward signs that caused us to put it in that class. Sap
wells alone were not considered signs of poor health. Conifers with sap wells tallied on plots within 60 m of the nest
tree were considered Williamson’s Sapsucker sap trees.
Conifers with sap wells 60–225 m from the nest tree were
only considered Williamson’s Sapsucker sap trees if they
had phloem sap well structure, examples of which are shown
in Figure 2, b and c. Trees were only recorded as sap trees if
they had relatively fresh sap wells that were judged to be
have been made in the same year.

Results
Based on incidental observations, Williamson’s
Sapsucker sap trees in British Columbia were mainly Douglas-fir in both the Okanagan and Western regions (Table 1).
The proportion of Douglas-fir sap trees of the total sap trees
observed did not differ significantly between the Okanagan
and Western regions (c2 = 2.46, p > 0.05), and overall was
85%. Western larch sap trees were found in the Okanagan,
but not in the Western region where they did not occur.
Lodgepole pine and ponderosa pine sap trees were only
found in the Western region, even though these species both
occurred in the Okanagan region. For those trees for which
tree health was recorded, 64% of sap trees in the western
region were unhealthy, but only 18% of the sap trees in the
Okanagan were unhealthy (Table 1). Considering both regions together, 52% of the unhealthy sap trees had notable
injuries to the trunk. The injuries in 8 of the 13 trees had
been noted as being due to rub damage from timber harvesting, with the rest from unrecorded causes.
Sap trees between 23 and 47 cm DBH made up 76% of
the total incidental sample of 108 sap trees for which we
had diameters (Figure 3). Using a two-factor ANOVA analysis, the mean DBH of Douglas-fir (Table 1) and other species grouped were not significantly different (F1,104 = 0.79,
p = 0.38), and did not vary significantly by region (F1,104 =
0.80, p = 0.37).
We found actively used sap trees up to 460 m from the
nest tree (Figure 4). We only found sap trees >100 m from
the nest tree when the sap trees were found before the nest
tree was discovered. During nest searches, we first detected
Williamson’s Sapsuckers from as far as 850 m from the nest
tree (Gyug et al. 2007), so that would be the maximum distance from the nest that we would have been able to find
sap trees. However, the mean distance of a nest tree from
our first detection of the birds was 258 m (Gyug et al. 2007)
so at most nests, any sap trees that may have been beyond
that distance would not likely have been discovered.
The majority of sap trees (41% within 50 m and 69%
within 100 m) were found close to the nest tree, but this is
biased and therefore cannot be used to predict frequency of
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Figure 3. Diameter-at-breast-height (DBH) distribution
of 108 Williamson’s Sapsucker sap trees based on incidental observations from 2004-2008.

occurrence of sap trees in relation to distance from nest.
Firstly, our criteria for including sap trees was less stringent
<50 m from the nest, as birds were not necessarily observed
on all these sap trees. Secondly, sap trees near the nest were
easier to discover because birds could be observed flying
directly to sap trees from the nest, with up to six active sap
trees found within 100 m of one nest.
Based on the systematic and random samples of live
conifers around nests, 42 Williamson’s Sapsucker sap trees
were tallied of which 32 (76%) were Douglas-fir (Table 2).
Other species of sap trees found were western larch (6),
ponderosa pine (2) and spruce (2). No sap trees were found
in the 973 lodgepole pine trees sampled. Only one of the
sap trees in this sample was a known sap tree that had also
been counted in the incidental sample, i.e. the tree had been
seen to be used when the nest was active. The remainder
were judged to be Williamson’s Sapsucker sap trees based
on location <60 m from the nest, or on fresh phloem sap
well occurrence if between 60 and 225 m from the nest.
The frequency of sap tree occurrence among moderatelysized injured Douglas-firs within 60 m of the nest was more
than six times higher than for any other class of tree (Table

Figure 4. Distance of 83 Williamson’s Sapsucker sap trees
from 40 known nests, British Columbia, 2003-2008.
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2). Except for Douglas-firs >23-cm DBH within 60 m of
the nest, all other healthy tree classes had <1% sap tree frequency. Sap tree frequency of occurrence in other unhealthy
tree classes was variable, but was >1% in more classes of
Douglas-fir than for other conifers (Table 2). Overall, sap
trees made up 1.6% of Douglas-fir within 60 m of a nest,
while sap trees were only 0.2–0.3% of other conifers at any
distance from a nest, or of Douglas-fir within 60–225 m of
a nest (Table 2).

sition, i.e., predominantly Douglas-fir with lower amounts
of pines (Crockett 1975), to our study. In northeastern Oregon, where western larch occurs, Bull et al. (1979) found
47% of foraging observations were on Douglas-fir, 30% on
ponderosa pine, and 14% on western larch. While Bull et
al. (1979) did not separate sap trees from other foraging
trees, about 75% of their observations were of Williamson’s
Sapsucker at sap wells, and we might assume that Douglasfir there was the predominant sap tree, just as in our study in
the regions of British Columbia where western larch occurred.
We found 1.6% of Douglas-fir to be sap trees within 60
m of nests, and Oliver (1970) found a similar percentage of
ponderosa pine (1.4%) in a pure ponderosa pine stand in
northeastern California. However, Oliver’s (1970) data included both Williamson’s Sapsucker and Red-breasted
Sapsucker wells since both birds were found on the study
site, and the counts did not separate one species from the
other.
There is only one published account of Williamson’s
Sapsucker sap well activity on broad-leaved trees (Grinnell
and Storer 1924). They reported “workings attributable to
this sapsucker” on aspen in Yosemite, but did not actually

Discussion
The findings of our study concurred with the findings of
both Crockett (1975) and Oliver (1970) that found
Williamson’s Sapsucker sap trees to be small to mediumsized conifers. In British Columbia and elsewhere, the species of sap trees used varied depending on what was available. In Colorado, where Williamson’s Sapsucker lives in
mixed ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir and aspen habitats similar to that of the Western region of the southern interior of
British Columbia, sap trees were similar in species compo-

Table 2. Coniferous sap tree frequency of occurrence by tree species or species group, status, and diameter at breast
height (DBH) in the systematic plots within 60-m of nests, and random plots 60-225 m from nests.
Within 60 m of nests
Species/Status

DBH range (cm)

Total
Trees
(n)

Sap
trees
(n)

Frequency
(%)

60-225 m from nests
Total
Trees
(n)

Sap
trees
(n)

Frequency (%)

Douglas-fir
Healthy

Unhealthy (Injury)

Unhealthy (Other)

8-22

425

1

0.2

1631

1

23-52

518

11

2.1

2198

5

0.1
0.2

>52

73

1

1.4

245

0

0.0
3.0

8-22

19

0

0.0

67

2

23-52

20

4

20.0

92

2

2.2

>52

3

0

0.0

1

0

0.0

8-22

44

0

0.0

140

0

0.0

23-52

66

1

1.5

216

3

1.4

>52
Total Douglas-fir

28

1

3.6

113

0

0.0

1196

19

1.6

4703

13

0.3

0.0

Other Conifers
Healthy

Unhealthy (Injury)

Unhealthy (Other)

8-22

440

0

0.0

1438

0

23-52

457

1

0.2

1597

3

0.2

>52

74

0

0.0

177

1

0.6

8-22

12

0

0.0

72

2

2.8

23-52

29

0

0.0

75

0

0.0

>52

3

0

0.0

1

0

0.0

8-22

62

0

0.0

158

0

0.0

23-52

166

2

1.2

373

1

0.3

148

0

0.0

221

0

0.0

1391

3

0.2

4112

7

0.2

>52
Total Other Conifers
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see any Williamson’s Sapsuckers using these aspen. We do
not feel it is possible to reliably separate the species of
sapsucker that has made the wells on a coniferous tree simply by the pattern of the sap wells on the tree trunk when
Red-breasted Sapsuckers (which occurred in Yosemite) may
use conifers as sap trees throughout the breeding season.
Only in a situation like that occurring in the southern interior of British Columbia where Red-naped Sapsucker phloem
sap well activity appeared to be largely concentrated on
deciduous species would there be more confidence in classifying sap wells to one species or the other based solely on
tree species use and sap well pattern.
The majority of sap trees were found in classes of trees
where there was a relatively low frequency (<4%) of sap
trees among the particular class of trees. This would imply
there is an abundance of such trees from which the birds are
choosing particular trees as sap trees. Our counts of sap trees
depended on opportunistic observations of birds using sap
trees, and on encountering probable sap trees on relatively
small sample plots. Neither of these methods allowed us to
determine how the birds choose one apparently similar tree
over another as a sap tree, and no study of sapsuckers has
ever been successful at determining how such a choice is
made. Our study has shown that injured Douglas-fir trees
near nests are more likely to be sap trees than other trees.
Others have shown the same for other tree species for Yellow-bellied Sapsuckers either anecdotally (Kilham 1983)
or quantitatively (Eberhardt 2000) where sap tree use was
correlated with re-use of sap trees from previous seasons,
or an overall index of tree health.
Sap tree selection might be better studied by conducting
censuses of sap trees in breeding stands with very different
tree densities. Williamson’s Sapsucker breeds in a variety
of stands with tree densities ranging from 50 to 350 trees
per ha (unpublished data). Where apparently suitable trees
are highly abundant, Williamson’s Sapsucker should be more
selective than in sites with relatively low densities of such
trees, and where they may use sub-optimal sap trees that
they might not otherwise select. Such a study would best be
achieved with radio-telemetry since sap trees that are up to
460 m from nests are generally very difficult to discover by
observational techniques alone.
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First record of a Brown Booby in British Columbia, Canada
Ken Morgan1, Scott Wallace and Gary Krause
1

Canadian Wildlife Service, Environment Canada, c/o Institute of Ocean Sciences, 9860 W. Saanich Rd., Sidney, BC, V8L 4B2;
email: Ken.Morgan@dfo-mpo.gc.ca

Abstract: A Brown Booby (Sula leucogaster), observed and photographed on a fishing vessel west of Dundas Island B.C. on
2008 October 20, represents the first confirmed occurrence of this species in the province.
Key words: British Columbia, extralimital occurrence, Brown Booby, Sula leucogaster

In mid-November 2008, SW contacted me (KM) to say
that a fisherman (GK) had reported seeing a probable Brown
Booby (Sula leucogaster) in the second half of October. On
2008 December 9, SW forwarded photographs and details
of the sighting to me. Confirming that the bird was a Brown
Booby, and finding that there were no records of the species
for the province, I volunteered to write this note. The following summarizes what occurred.
On 2008 October 20, GK was fishing approximately 32
km west of the southern end of Dundas Island (~ 54.45° N,
131.47° W), towards the eastern end of Dixon Entrance,
British Columbia (B.C.). At approximately 16:30 while hauling the net, an ‘unusual’ bird landed on the stern of the boat
close to where the fish were about to be sorted. Because of
the location of the bird, the hauling was momentarily stopped
and GK’s son approached the bird. After picking up the bird,
which made no attempt to avoid being handled, the bird was
faced into the wind. The booby took flight, circled the boat
and then landed again. The bird was picked up again, and
this time moved to a spare net drum. Because he was unfamiliar with the species of bird, GK took several photographs
of it (Figure 1).
GK noted that at first, the bird seemed quite weak and
docile. Over the course of the next few hours, with the boat
heading back to port (Prince Rupert, B.C.) the booby was
offered several small fish which it readily accepted. The bird
remained with the boat for the entire trip back to port; arriving there shortly before 22:00. Over the next five or more
hours, as the catch was unloaded and preparations were made
for the next trip, more fish were offered to the bird. In contrast to earlier behaviour, GK noted that the booby refused
all further offerings of food and it seemed ‘somewhat aggressive’. At roughly 02:30 (2008 October 21) the bird flew
from the boat and was not seen again.
The first and only other confirmed Canadian record of
a Brown Booby occurred on 1941 July 28, in Shelburne
County, Nova Scotia (N.S.). Similar to the B.C. bird, the
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booby found in N.S. appeared to be quite ‘tame’ and remained in the same area for several days, before disappearing (Tufts 1986).

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Profile (a) and face-on (b) images of a Brown
Booby aboard a fishing vessel west of Dundas Island,
B.C. 2008 October 20. Photos by G. Krause.
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Schreiber and Norton (2002) report there are four recognized subspecies of Brown Booby:
• S. l. plotus, which breeds across central, west and
the south Pacific Ocean (including the Hawaiian
Island), the Indian Ocean and adjacent seas off
northwest and northeast Australia, Red Sea and Gulf
of Aden;
• S. l. brewsteri, which breeds in the Gulf of
California, and off the west coast of Mexico
(including Clipperton and the Revillagigedo Islands);
• S. l. etesiaca, which nests on islands along the coast
from Honduras and Costa Rica to Panama and
Columbia; and
• S. l. leucogaster, which nests in the tropical Atlantic
Ocean from the Bahamas, Caribbean, Gulf of Mexico,
coasts of Central America east to the Cape Verde
Islands.
I contacted several experts, including E.A. Schreiber, in
an attempt to determine what subspecies of Brown Booby
this bird was. However, because the bird was thought to be
a sub-adult female, which makes it difficult to differentiate
to subspecies, the bird could not be identified to the subspecies level.
Brown Boobies are almost annual visitors to California;
coastal records are scattered throughout the year, with most
taking place between August and the end of October
(Mlodinow and O’Brien 1996). The species has also been
reported on at least four occasions in Oregon; a Brown
Booby was seen approximately 28 km off Depoe Bay, central Oregon on 1998 October 3 (Wahl et al. 2005). Another
bird was observed approximately 32 km west of Winchester Bay (on 2005 July 25), and one on the beach at Seaside
(also on 2005 July 25); and, a freshly dead beach-cast bird
was found at Lighthouse Beach, Coos County on 2008 October 26 (G. Gillson 2009).
Brown Boobies have been reported from Washington on
three occasions: an adult was found at Protection Island on
1997 October 18 and remained there until 1997 November
9; one landed on a boat in Puget Sound and rode it into the
port of Tacoma on 2002 May 18; and one was seen off
Westport on 2002 October 5 (Wahl et al., 2005).
On 2000 July 13, an adult Brown Booby landed aboard
a fish boat in the central Bering Sea. The bird was captured
and released, but it subsequently returned to the vessel where
it died on 2000 July 15. The specimen was kept and later
preserved (University of Alaska Museum specimen #11555,
ad male, 750 g, thin - no fat) and was identified as being of
the subspecies plotus. The bird was considered to have been
human-assisted and as such, there are no records of naturally occurring Sula in Alaska waters (D. D. Gibson, in litt.,
2009 July).
There have been two unconfirmed reports of Sula species from BC; a suspected Blue-footed Booby (S. nebouxii)
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was seen east of Hecate Strait on 1995 July 25, and a possible Masked Booby (S. dactylatra) reported from the
Parksville area on 2007 May 23, and presumably the same
individual, observed near Campbell River on 2007 July 23
(Toochin and Fenneman 2008).
It is unknown how this Brown Booby reached northern
B.C., but there are two possible explanations. Hurricane
Norbert reached a Category 4 status on 2008 October 8,
before diminishing to Category 2 and then back up to 3 just
before it made landfall off southern Baja California on 2008
October 11. According to GK, there was a prolonged period
of strong winds off the B.C. coast shortly following the hurricane. It is possible that the bird was pushed north- and/or
eastward towards the B.C. coast by those winds.
The other plausible explanation is that the bird was shipassisted. Many birds, especially those that have become lost
or disoriented at sea, will readily land on any passing vessel. Over the past 20+ years of conducting pelagic seabird
surveys, I have seen a great variety of birds (including cormorants, raptors, waterfowl, shorebirds, alcids, owls,
passerines, etc.) land on ships, and remain there for varying
lengths of time. Eventually, all of those birds vanished, and
it is likely that some of them, upon seeing another ship on
the horizon, moved on to the next platform.
It is entirely speculative, but possibly the sustained high
winds associated with hurricane Norbert may have initially
pushed the bird north and/or eastward. Once it became lost,
and presumably hungry and exhausted, it could have hitched
rides with an unknown number of ships transiting the North
Pacific. However, it will never be known how the Brown
Booby reached northern B.C., nor where it went after leaving Prince Rupert. Nevertheless, and regardless of how it
got there, by this note we document the first record of Brown
Booby in the province.
As a postscript to this note, between the time of submitting the first and second drafts, there were two Brown Booby
sightings (presumably of the same individual) off southwestern Vancouver Island. On the afternoon of 2009 August 29,
a Brown Booby landed on the mast of a commercial fish
boat off Otter Point (~ 48.36° N, 123.82° W). The bird, which
appeared exhausted, remained on the boat for approximately
4 hours until it reached Sooke Harbour (~ 48.38° N, 123.66°
W); at that point, the bird flew away towards the southeast.
Later that day, at approximately 19:30, an adult Brown
Booby was observed for close to 10 minutes within 300m
of Tower Point, Metchosin (~ 48.38° N, 123.50° W) by two
skilled birders (R. Schortinghuis, pers. comm., 2009 September).
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Classification of Williamson’s Sapsucker calls
Les Gyug
Okanagan Wildlife Consulting, 3130 Ensign Way, Westbank, B.C. V4T 1T9; e-mail: Les_gyug@shaw.ca

Abstract: Williamson’s Sapsucker (Sphyrapicus thyroideus) calls have been described anecdotally but without published
spectrograms, and there has been confusion in application of the naming scheme. I revised the classification of Williamson’s
Sapsucker calls and provided spectrograms for all common calls. The basic territorial call is the Chyaah (formerly known as
the Churr) which may contain either broadband noise, tonal structure, or both in one call. The Scold (which sounds like a soft
churrr with a rolled r) is the call most commonly given to intruders near nests. Other calls are the Chatter, Rattle, Ca-haw (an
intense introduction to the Chatter), Soft Chatter (low intensity calls between mates), Pa-chik-a-wik (for which a recording was
not available and which is not illustrated here), Scream, and several nestling calls.
Key Words: Williamson’s Sapsucker, Sphyrapicus thyroideus, call names, spectrograms

Introduction

Methods

Williamson’s Sapsucker (Sphyrapicus thyroideus) uses
both drums and calls to communicate, and may also use tapping on wood (Crockett 1975). The drum has considerable
variability (Hadow 1977) but its rhythmic pattern distinguishes it from all other North American woodpeckers. The
typical drum consists of a number of rolls where the beats
within each roll decay in volume. Adults also give a number
of calls which Crockett (1975) was the first to classify as
the Churr, Chatter, Ca-haw, Rattle, Scold (also known as
Alarm), and Scream. Hadow (1977) quantified and provided
spectrograms of the most commonly heard territorial call,
the Churr call, but only Crockett’s (1975) descriptions are
available for the other calls.
Unfortunately, based on my own field experience, there
is difficulty identifying calls based only on the verbal descriptions in Crockett (1975) or on paraphrases of those
descriptions in Dobbs et al. (1997). For example, “Churr”
or “churring” has been applied by various authors to almost
every call Williamson’s Sapsucker makes. Furthermore,
some available commercial recordings make no attempt to
classify the calls (e.g., Neville 1996, Stewart 2008) while
others give different names to calls, or seem to have interpreted Crockett’s classification in different ways (e.g. Cornell
Laboratory of Ornithology 1992, Keller and Vyn 2008). Only
Short (1982) attempted to classify all the Williamson’s
Sapsucker sounds he heard according to Crockett’s classification but was not entirely successful. Here I re-examine
the classification of Williamson’s Sapsucker calls, provide
spectrograms of each call, and propose some revised names.

I listened to every Williamson’s Sapsucker recording
available (132 minutes) on the Macaulay Library of Natural
Sounds website (http://macaulaylibrary.org/index.do) to
ensure that the classification of sounds would be as comprehensive as possible. All these recordings were from Oregon or California. I also relied on my own experience
watching and listening to Williamson’s Sapsucker in all areas of their range in British Columbia (see Gyug et al. 2007)
from 1997-2009, and in Montana, Oregon and Washington
in 2009. To my ear, there did not seem to be regional differences in calls.
All waveforms and spectrograms were produced in
Raven Lite 1.0 software (Charif et al. 2006). Wherever possible, I used sounds from the Macaulay Library of Natural
Sounds to illustrate the spectrograms of calls (Table 1). The
individual recordings cited in Table 1 include the Macaulay
Library catalogue number and the position (time) on the
recording so that any reader with broadband internet access
can listen to the exact sounds illustrated here by streaming
audio from the Macaulay Library website. Where calls were
not available on Macaulay Library recordings, or were not
of sufficient audio quality, I used other sources, including
my own recordings, but have also indicated the Macaulay
Library catalogue number and position on the recording
where similar sounds could be heard. My own sound recordings were made in 2009 in British Columbia on a
Marantz PMD 620 solid-state recorder with an Azden SGMX shotgun microphone.
I reviewed previous Williamson’s Sapsucker call classi-
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Table 1. Sources of Williamson’s Sapsucker sounds used in Figs. 1-5. For the Rattle and Nestling calls which are very
infrequently represented in the Macaulay Library of Natural Sounds collection, locations of all examples are given.
Call Name
Chyaah
basic
noisy
clear
Scold
Chatter
Rattle

Ca-haw

Soft Chatter
Pa-chik-a-wik
Scream
Nestling calls

Figure

Macaulay Library
Catalogue No. and
position (Min:Sec)

Fig. 1A
Fig. 1B
Fig. 1C
Fig. 2C, F
Fig. 2A, D
Fig. 2B, E
Not shown
Not shown
Fig. 3A, B
Fig. 3C first three notes
Fig. 3C final three notes
Not shown
Not shown
Fig. 4
Not shown
Not shown
Fig. 5A
Fig. 5B

47581 (0:06)
111169 (3:00)
56809 (6:08)
45299 (0:17)
56927 (4:58)
47584 (2:57)
49020 (22:52)
80339 (3:33)
105704 (1:53)
105704 (1:53)
56927 (3:53)
80339 (0:30)
N/A
80340 (0:22)
45299 (4:10)
87914 (0:03)
N/A
N/A

Date, Recordist, Location

14 June 1990, David S. Herr, at Lincoln Meadows, Sierraville, Calif.
23 May 1991, Thomas G. Sander, at Bear Valley, Grant, Oreg.
15 June 1990, Diane Richardson at Loyalton, Calif.
2 July 1989, David S. Herr at Union County, Oreg.
9 June 1991, Geoffrey A. Keller at Sierraville, Calif.
15 June 1990, David S. Herr at Loyalton, Calif.

15 June 1995, Geoffrey A. Keller near LaGrande, Oreg.
15 June 1995, Geoffrey A. Keller near LaGrande, Oreg.
9 June 1991, Geoffrey A. Keller near Sierraville, Calif.
5 June 1991, Randolph S. Little at Yuba Pass, Calif.
5 June 1991, Randolph S. Little, at Yuba Pass, Calif.

23 June 2009, Les W. Gyug, near Princeton, B.C.
23 June 2009, Les W. Gyug, near Princeton, B.C.

ȱ
fications, and considered alternate names and descriptions
applied to each call by previous researchers. For each call, I
provided a spectrogram, quantified the rate and beat length
for the repetitive calls that depend on rhythm for identification, and provided any new or additional information for
the context of each call.

Proposed Classification of Calls
I propose nine basic call names for Williamson’s
Sapsucker (Table 2) which overlap somewhat with Crockett
(1975). Examples of each of these (except the Pa-chik-awik) can be found in the Macaulay Library recordings (see
Table 1 for locations). Descriptions of the calls available on
four widely available commercial audio products but using
the revised naming scheme are given to assist readers (Table 3).
Chyaah (formerly Churr)
Crockett (1975) and Hadow (1977) named the basic territorial call the Churr because of similarities in context and
form to other Melanerpine woodpeckers that “churr” but I
have renamed it to avoid confusion with the Scold (see below). While similar in context to the Squeal of the Rednaped Sapsucker (Sphyrapicus nuchalis) (Walters et al.
2002), Squeal was not an appropriate name for this call as it
very often lacks any tonal structure and sounds very harsh.
Crockett (1975) provided the phonetic transcription churr,
although for Williamson’s Sapsucker, the call may be either
tonal (squeal-like), harsh (noisy), or both combined (Hadow
1977). This basic territorial call has variously been described
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as queeah (Sibley 2000), “explosive noisy, pulsating, single calls” (Winkler et al. 1995), “abrupt, explosive outcry”
(Coues 1874), “shrill and like that of a red-tailed hawk”
(Michael 1935), a “nasal cheerrr” (Peterson 2008), a “weak,
wheezy whang” (Grinnell and Storer 1924), “cheeur” (Dobbs
et al. 1997), and “cheer-cheeur-cheeur” or “churr” (Short
1982).
The Chyaah includes three basic variants with different
harmonic structures (Fig. 1), but with similar timing and
volume, and given in the same contexts. The most often heard
form mixes broadband noise with harmonic structure. Less
frequently heard is the noisy Chyaah, which is harsh in sound
and consists entirely of broadband noise. Even less frequently heard is the clear Chyaah which is similar to the
Northern Flicker’s (Colaptes aureus) piercing klee-yer (Lawrence 1966) or Peah (Wiebe and Moore 2008), or the Red-

Figure 1. Spectrograms of the basic territorial Williamson’s
Sapsucker Chyaah call showing the three main variants.
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Table 2. Summary of revised Williamson’s Sapsucker call names including description and context.
Revised Call Name
Chyaah

Call Name of
Crockett (1975)
Churr

Description and Context

basic

Most commonly given territorial call; The name is derived from the three parts to the basic
call: Ch as the initial broadband noise, y as the clearly defined tonal section with
harmonics, and aah as the final section of broadband noise.
Short section of tonal structure beginning and ending with broadband noise

noisy

Noisy call dominated by broadband noise with no clear tones

clear

Clear call dominated by tonal structure sounding similar to Northern Flicker’s Peah or Rednaped Sapsucker ‘s Squeal
Repeated soft churrr directed at intruders near a nest or defended sap trees; repeated rolled
r notes given at the rate of 32-37/sec; rolled r notes are separated by broadband noise,
not by silence; given by adults and by young shortly before and after fledging
Repeated chee or ch- notes at the rate of 7-8/sec; used in within pair communication or in
aggressive territorial encounters with conspecifics; chee notes have distinctive pattern
beginning with broadband noise (ch) and ending with descending tones (ee)
Repeated ch notes at the rate of 15-17/sec; flat tonal structure different from Chatter chee
notes; given only at end of encounters during moth flight (very quick fluttering of wings)
while flying away; volume of sound tails off very quickly during the call
Chk-haww usually repeated several times as introduction to the Chatter in very aggressive
territorial situations; name derived from explosive loud introductory note (Ca) followed by
very brief silence (-), followed by broadband noise (haw)
Halting and irregular soft chee or ch notes; typically used in within-pair communication; chee
notes have same tonal structure as notes in Chatter call
Recording not available and context not definitive; may have similar context to Soft Chatter
in use between members of a pair but using sounds other than the chee note, and may be
given in other contexts
Calls given by birds during handling or when caught in mist nets; not usually heard in natural
situations
Variety of begging and other softer calls similar to other woodpecker nestlings with at least
four distinctive forms:
1. constant soft twittering calls given by undisturbed nestlings typically at the rate of
4-6/sec
2. sharper (begging) calls when feeding by parents is imminent, and rising in pitch
and intensity when being fed
3. soft warbling calls of 0.5-0.8 sec duration with modulations at the rate of 20-25/sec
within the call
4. soft cooing calls similar to the warbling but without the modulations

Scold

Scold (Alarm)

Chatter

Chatter

Rattle

Rattle

Ca-haw

Ca-haw

Soft Chatter
Pa-chik-a-wik

Considered a
type of Chatter
Not named

Scream

Scream

Nestling calls

Not named by
Crockett;
Twittering name
applied by Short
(1982)

ȱ
ȱ
naped Sapsucker’s Squeal (Walters et al. 2002). It consists
almost entirely of sounds with tonal structure, sometimes
with minor and almost inaudible amounts of harsh noise at
the beginning and end. There is typically a sharp drop in the
harmonic structure in the latter half of the call.
Hadow (1977) found that in response to call playbacks,
the atonal version (noisy Chyaah) and the Chyaah with tonal
structure were given almost interchangeably, and each about
50% of the time. He did not distinguish between calls that
had partial tonal structure and those almost entirely made
up of clear tones and harmonics.

Figure 2. Spectrograms of the Chatter, Rattle and Scold
calls of Williamson’s Sapsucker showing entire calls on
the left (A-C) using time scales (x-axis) necessary to fit in
entire calls, and showing notes of the same calls on the
right (D-F) but using the same time scale in each spectrogram to illustrate the differences in note duration and
rhythm.
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Scold
Described as a “hoarse guttural roll” (Crockett 1975) or
as containing “a number of rolling r’s, beginning with a
guttural k—k’–r–r–r—” (Coues 1874), the Scold sounds
more like churrrr (with a rolled r at the end) than does the
Chyaah (which Crockett termed the Churr call). Short (1982)
used Crockett’s (1975) naming convention for the basic territorial call, the Churr, but apparently mistook Crockett’s
Scold as a form of Churr as well. He described one of the
types of Churr sounds as “purr–purrr–prrr” that was given
Volume 19, 2009
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Table 3. Williamson’s Sapsucker sounds available on four commercial audio products showing the track, location on each
track, and the sound named using the revised names proposed in this paper. No endorsement of any of these products is
implied.
Source

Cut on CD

Cornell
Laboratory of
Ornithology.
1992.
(Peterson Field
Guides:
Western bird
nd
songs, 2 ed.)
Neville 1996

CD 1; 51.
Woodpeckers

Stewart 2008

Keller and Vyn
2008

57.
Williamson's
Sapsucker

28.
Williamson's
Sapsucker

CD 3; 1.
Williamson's
Sapsucker

Location
on Track
(Min:Sec)
1:13-1:21

Williamson’s Sapsucker
Sound using Revised
Names
2 drums

Comments

Track 52 in the liner
notes actually refers to
Track 51 on the CD.

1:21-1:29

Chatter

Referred to as churring

1:29-1:32

4 clear Chyaahs

0:19-0:30

8 Chyaahs

Referred to as "cheeer"
calls
None

0:31-0:44

3 drums

0:45-0:47

2 Chyaahs

0:48-0:54
0:04-0:06

3 Scolds interspersed
with tapping
2 Chyaahs

0:09-0:15

Chatter

24 chee notes in call

0:16-0:19

Chatter

16 chee notes in call

0:21-0:23

2 Chyaahs

None

0:27-0:28

Scold

0:31-0:35

1 drum

0:36-0:38

1 drum

0:04-0:08

4 Chyaahs

0:11-0:14

3 noisy Chyaahs

0:18-0:26

4 Scolds interspersed
with tapping

Referred to as "call of
female"

0:29-0:35

Chatter

Chatter

0:37-0:45

Chatter

Chatter

0:48-0:53

1 drum

“Drum begins with a fast
steady roll followed by
single, irregularly
spaced taps.”

1:05-1:09

1 drum

(Same as above)

1:13-1:19

1 drum

Second example of
drum

1:19-1:24

1 drum

ȱ
“toward
humans walking toward a nest”, which perfectly
ȱ

describes the Scold in sound and context. Thus, to avoid
confusion, I suggest maintaining Crockett’s (1975) name of
Scold which describes the intent or context of the call, rather
than giving this call a name based on the description of the
sound.
A single Scold call lasts 0.25–0.60 sec, and consists of a
rapid modulation between broadband noise and notes with
Volume 19, 2009

CD Liner Notes

"squeal call" "harsh,
descending chee-ur
notes"
Incorrectly referred to as
“Ca-haw call”

Calls have tonal structure in the
middle, but begin and end with
noise.
Dominated by harsh broadband
noise although very slight tonal
structure present
The Scold may vary slightly in
pitch even when given by a
single bird, and is given by both
sexes.
36 chee notes in call, rising and
falling in volume
39 chee notes in call, rising and
falling in volume
The drum consists of 10 rolls,
with multiple decaying beats
within each roll. Even though
the 9 terminal rolls were
referred to as "single taps", they
have multiple beats.
The drum consists of 8 rolls,
with multiple decaying beats
within each roll.
An atypical drum: beats in rolls
1 and 7 do not decay in volume.
An atypical drum where the
beats in rolls 1 and 2 do not
decay in volume after the first
beat.

tonal structure (Fig. 2). There are 10-16 tonal notes inserted
into a single call at a rate of 32–37 notes/sec. Each note
within a single scold call contains clear tonal structure up to
at least 8 kHz above the first harmonic at 0.5–1.0 kHz.
Crockett (1975) described the Scold call as “given by
the adults for up to 15 minutes almost continuously in response to human-intruders, ground-based predators and
other birds.” I have found this to be the case, and to be the
British Columbia Birds
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single most useful call to determine when territorial birds
are disturbed by human presence. The call is usually given
when an observer approaches within about 50 m of the nest
tree or a set of sap trees. I have only ever once heard scolding given by an adult male in another situation. This male
had been insect gleaning on a dead Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga
menziesii) stub about 150 m from the active nest. When it
returned from delivering the food to the nest, it found me
inspecting the stub and began to scold me.
A softer version of this call is also used by the young,
both in the nest shortly before fledging, and outside the
nest shortly after fledging (Crockett 1975, pers. obs.). A
few days before fledging, the young in the nest will respond to parent’s scolds of intruders with this call. Soft
scolding from a number of unseen sources near a known
nest tree is a typical sign that the young have fledged but
remain near the nest tree. In some cases, where some
young remained inside the nest and had yet to fledge, the
soft scolds could be heard from young both inside and
outside the nest.
Chatter
Described as chee-chee-chee (Crockett 1975) or ch–ch–
ch–ch–ch (Short 1982) a Chatter call consists of a series of
notes at a rate of 7-8 notes per second, which may, in total,
last up to 8 seconds (Fig. 2A). A spectrogram of the Chatter
call was mistakenly labeled “Churr” (Fig. 2 of Dobbs et al.
1997), and the call was labeled “churring” in the Peterson
Field Guide CD “Western Bird Songs” (Cornell Laboratory

Figure 3. Waveform (A) and spectrogram (B) of a
Williamson’s Sapsucker Ca-haw call showing individual
ca-haw notes followed by Chatter notes, and (C) spectrogram of isolated “ca” notes showing the descending tones.
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of Ornithology 1992). Each chee note begins with broadband
noise and ends with downslurred harmonics (Fig. 2D), which
was found in every Chatter Call in the Macaulay Library
collection. While the duration of each chee note was typically 0.05 seconds, Stewart (2008) provided a recording
where the Chatter notes (at the 16–19 second mark on track
28) were each slightly longer, lasting 0.08–0.10 seconds
each.
This call can be used by breeding pairs communicating
with each other, or as an aggressive call between territorial
males. Adults may give slower variants of the chatter as they
begin or end the call, or if they start the call but do not proceed to a full version of the call. They may only give single
notes of the call, or a very halting version, which would be
considered Soft Chatter if it is in the context of mated pair
interactions.
Rattle
Crockett (1975) described this as a “rapid guttural trill
similar to the dry rattle of a House Sparrow or a Belted Kingfisher”. Short (1982) thought the “Rattle Call” of Crockett
(1975) was inappropriately named because it was not like
the rattle of Picoides woodpeckers, and that it should be
lumped as a fast form of Chatter. However, the Rattle has a
rate and tonal structure that are different from the Chatter
(Fig. 2), and is used in a different context (Table 2). The
notes within the Rattle are twice as fast as the Chatter, the
tonal structure is different, and the volume of the Rattle consistently trails off quickly. Based on analysis of four rattle
calls (three from the Macaulay Library, and one I recorded)
notes were repeated at rates between 15.7 and 16.7 notes/
sec with mean note duration of 32.9 ms (range 32.0–34.5
ms), and mean between-note interval duration of 28.3 ms
(range 24.0–32.5 ms).
The Rattle call of Williamson’s Sapsuckers is given
rarely: there were only 3 rattles among the 131 minutes of
recordings in the Macaulay Library (Table 1), and in 15 days
of Williamson’s Sapsucker surveys in 2009, I only heard
the Rattle three times. The Rattle has a context quite separate from the many contexts in which Chatters may be used,
i.e., it occurs “at the termination rather than the initiation of
an encounter” (Crockett 1975) and is “usually associated
with the moth flight instead of the bouncing flight display.”
I have heard Rattle calls given by 1) a male flying away
from an intense male-male territorial interaction where the
interaction had been initiated in response to call playbacks,
2) a male flying away from a drumming post after being
displaced by a Pileated Woodpecker (Dryocopus pileatus),
and 3) a male agitated after responding to call playbacks
flying away with the moth flight after a female (not apparently his mate) had just landed on the same tree.
Ca-haw
This call has been a source of confusion as Short (1982)
suggested the Ca-haw call of Crockett (1975) was just a
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form of Churr call, and Keller and Vyn (2008) incorrectly
identified a variant of the basic territorial call (Chyaah or
formerly Churr) as a Ca-haw. However, Short (1982) did
describe a “ch–a–ch–a”, which I believe was the Ca-haw,
but which he considered a type of variable Chatter. Since
the Ca-haw is usually followed by chatter notes (Crockett
1975, pers. obs.) it was perhaps not surprising that Short
thought of this sound as a form of Chatter.
The Ca-haw is separated into two syllables (chk–haw, or
C’–haw) (Fig. 3) the first of which is characterized by a
very explosive, short introductory note that lasts 0.015–0.017
sec and has distinguishable downslurring tonal structure with
a number of harmonics above the dominant at about 1–2
kHz. The introductory note is followed by a silence of 0.14–
0.15 sec; then by a longer broadband noise of 0.25–0.30
seconds that is much lower in volume than the introductory
note. This call is normally followed by the Chatter call, although sometimes the following Chatter may be cut short
or not given during intense interactions.
Soft Chatter
Short (1982) described other calls rendered as “t–ch t–
ch t–ch”, and “ch–ch–ch” between members of a mated pair
that he assumed were all types of Chatter call not described
by Crockett (1975) although the latter recognized softer and
lower intensity chatter calls between members of a mated
pair. These calls sound like modified or incomplete versions
of the Chatter, with the birds sometimes speeding up and
sometimes slowing down, and a very halting or irregular
rhythm. The individual notes of this call have the same harmonic structure and approximately the same duration (0.050.07 sec) as the notes of the Chatter, and are not illustrated
separately. This call would be similar to the “intimate notes”
(Kilham 1962) or “mutual notes” (Lawrence 1966) of Yellow-bellied Sapsuckers (Sphyrapicus varius) or the Interaction-Call Complex of Red-naped Sapsuckers (Walters et
al. 2002).
Pa-chik-a-wik
Transcribed as “pa–chik–chik–wik–wik–wik–a–wik–a–
wik” between members of a courting pair (Short 1982),
Crockett (1975) did not refer to this call but probably
grouped it with the low intensity chatter calls (i.e., Soft
Chatter). I was unable to obtain recordings of this call,
but based on personal observation, it sounds more like
the Wicka (wik–a–wik–a) call of the Northern Flicker
which is also highly variable and used in courtship between members of a pair or in territorial interactions
(Wiebe and Moore 2008). I believe this is different from
Soft Chatter because the individual notes are probably
quite different in tonal structure than the Chatter note and
I have heard it in contexts other than between members
of a courting pair. The wik portion of the Northern Flicker’s Wicka call, which sounds very much like this call,
consists of rising tones that are not found in the Chatter
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Figure 4. Spectrogram of Williamson’s Sapsucker male
scream while caught in a mist net.

notes of Williamson’s Sapsucker. The classification of
this call should be reexamined when recordings and
spectrograms are available, and when more instances of
the context of the call have been noted.
Scream
A Williamson’s Sapsucker Scream from a bird in a mist
nest sounded like typical non-specific bird distress calls (Fig.
4). The call contained broadband noise punctuated by harmonic structure that appeared to continue above the limit of
the recording equipment or the limitations of the Raven Lite
Software at 22 kHz. I have never heard this call produced
by free-ranging Williamson’s Sapsuckers.

Figure 5. Spectrogram of Williamson’s Sapsucker nestling calls including (A) constant soft twittering calls when
undisturbed, and (B) immediately prior to, and when being fed by adults.
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Nestling Calls
Crockett (1975) did not name these calls, but referred to
them as “constant twittering. . . . interrupted only while they
were being fed, when their calls became louder, higher
pitched, and more emphatic.” Short (1982) applied the name
Twittering to Williamson’s Sapsucker nestling calls, and
described them as similar to the Chirp and Loud Chirp
group of calls of Picoides woodpeckers. Lawrence (1966)
cautioned against calling them begging calls because the
young make noises even in the absence of parents, and the
noises are not always associated with begging. Walters et
al. (2002) did not specify each possible nestling call for
Red-naped Sapsuckers as there were many variations of
calls as nestlings moved or interacted with one another.
For Williamson’s Sapsucker, I recognized at least four different nestling calls including the constant twittering calls
of undisturbed nestlings, warbling, cooing, and the sharp
calls immediately prior to being fed, or when they are being fed that would be considered begging calls.
The constant twittering calls are very similar in sound
and cadence to the calls of other nestling woodpeckers but
are generally softer and less strident than Red-naped
Sapsuckers or other Picoides woodpeckers (pers. obs.). The
calls of nestling Picoides woodpeckers (Winkler and Short
1978) are typically sharper and more peaked in tonal structure than the relatively flat tonal structure of Williamson’s
Sapsucker (Fig. 5) or of Red-naped Saspsuckers (Walters
et al. 2002). The constant Williamson’s Sapsucker nestling
calls are generally soft but increase in intensity and volume, and decrease in the pitch of the fundamental harmonic, as the young get older. Based on my own recordings (not illustrated), the fundamental harmonic is at 2-3
kHz for young that are 1-2 weeks old, and 1.5-2 kHz for
young that are about 3 weeks old. Recently-fledged young
may continue relatively sharp and insistent (begging) calls
to solicit food when in sight of the parents for a few days
after leaving the nest.
In addition to the constant twittering, Williamson’s
Sapsucker nestlings, and other woodpecker and sapsucker
nestlings as well, make warbling or cooing noises. Based
on my own recordings of young that were estimated to be
about two weeks old, the warbling was lower in pitch (fundamental harmonic 1–2 kHz) than the constant calls (2–3
kHz), longer (0.5–0.8 sec) than the constant calls (~0.15
sec) and had very fast modulations (20–25/sec) within the
call. I did not record any instances of cooing, but it sounded
similar to the warbling but without the very fast modulations.
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Increases in Greater Sandhill Crane use of
agricultural fields adjacent to Burns Bog, British Columbia
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Abstract: Fall staging by Greater Sandhill Cranes (Grus canadensis tabida) in the fields adjacent to Crescent Slough appears
to have increased since surveys conducted in 1994 and 1999. The maximum count of Sandhill Cranes foraging in the fields
adjacent to Burns Bog has increased from 28 and 21 cranes in 1994 and 1999, respectively, to 56 and 54 individuals in
September of 2005 and 2007, respectively. Variations in foraging preferences were also documented.
Key words: Sandhill Crane, Grus canadensis, fall staging, agricultural fields, Crescent Slough, Burns Bog.

Introduction
The congregation of Sandhill Cranes (Grus canadensis)
in fields immediately west of the forest bordering Burns Bog
(the southwest corner of Burns Bog abutting Crescent
Slough) has been the subject of at least two previous survey
programs (Gebauer 1995 and 1999). The population in the
Lower Mainland was characterized as comprising 31 individuals (10-15 breeding pairs) distributed in small breeding
populations located in the Pitt Meadows area, Langley Bog,
and Burns Bog (Gebauer 1999). Based on the late summer/
early fall surveys conducted in 1999, the hypothesis at the
time was that all or most of the birds observed in the study
area originated with the Lower Mainland breeding population (Gebauer 1999). Of the three subspecies occurring in
British Columbia, the Greater Sandhill Crane (Grus
canadensis tabida) is the subspecies believed to be breeding in the Lower Mainland (Gebauer 1999). Until recently,
Greater Sandhill Cranes were blue-listed (provincially considered of Special Concern) by the British Columbia Conservation Data Centre (BC CDC) in part due to declining
numbers and reduced distribution (BC CDC 2005 and Fraser
et al. 1999); however they have been de-listed to yellow
(provincially secure and not at risk of extinction) due to an
increase in both crane numbers and areas in which they are
being found (BC CDC 2009).
Previous studies confirm that migratory Sandhill Cranes
forage on edges of wetlands and near other suitable roosting areas (Cooper 1996). Average site-specific distances
between foraging and roosting areas for Burns Bog range
from 2 to 4 km (Gebauer 1995). The agricultural fields of
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Crescent Slough, west and northwest of Burns Bog, provide unique foraging habitat for both breeding and migratory populations of the Greater Sandhill Crane (Gebauer
1995 and Hebda et al. 2000). However, 28 cranes were recorded in October 1994 (Gebauer 1995), and 21 in September 1999 (Gebauer 1999), indicating a downward trend in
post-breeding aggregation, and there was some speculation
prior to the 2005 surveys that Sandhill Crane congregation
may no longer occur in these fields (M. Gebauer pers.
comm.).
The purpose of this study was to determine if late summer/early fall Sandhill Crane congregation still occurred and
to obtain information on their abundance, the timing of peak
abundance, the field types used by cranes for foraging, and
the movement of cranes to and from the bog. Repeating the
study over two different years provided confirmation that
our results were not an anomaly.

Methods
In 2005, the Sandhill Crane survey area was located on
the farm fields directly adjacent to and west of Burns Bog,
Delta, B.C. (Figure 1), the same survey area used in the 1994
and 1999 studies (Gebauer 1995, 1999). In 2007, the survey
area was expanded to include fields to the southeast of Burns
Bog to determine if the cranes were using these agricultural
fields as well. Also, having an observer stationed on the east
side aided in determining destinations of Sandhill Crane flocks
in flight. All fields within the study area were assigned a unique
number to track Sandhill Crane distribution.
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Figure 1. Aerial photograph
indicating the boundaries of
the west and east study areas.

During the first half of the 2005 study, the survey route
started at the northeast corner of the survey area, and continued southwest. The remaining surveys followed the reverse route of the first half of the study, starting at the southwest and ending at the northeast corner. This route switch
halfway through the study ensured that crane use was captured at the beginning of the day in both the southwest and
northeast sectors. Surveys took place in the morning, usually between 08:00 and 11:30 Pacific Standard Time (range:
07:30 to 14:40). The mean survey duration was 5 hrs but
the range varied between 3.5 and 6.5 hours with the variability arising from the number of cranes and the extent of
their dispersal during a specific survey, so that the greater
the number and dispersal the longer the survey.
The same methodology was employed for the 2007 survey program, except the start and end points of the surveys
alternated with each survey instead of switching route direction half-way through the program. Survey duration averaged 3.4 hours, but varied between 2.0 and 5.3 hours, and
covered a range of times from 07:05 to 14:10.
During the surveys, farm fields were scanned with binoculars in order to search for the presence of cranes. If
Sandhill Cranes were sighted, the observer counted the total number of cranes, identified the number of juveniles
present (if visually possible from observation point), documented the field number and land use at that time, added
comments such as potential disturbances (e.g. vehicle/machine, other wildlife, humans), and noted direction if birds
were in flight. Crane distribution on a field was tracked on a
hard copy map, as was their direction, approximate height
of flight, and time of arrivals and departures. Field type and
status were recorded at the start of each survey program,
and changes in land use were tracked throughout the study
period. Cover crops were amalgamated into the short grass
pasture category in 2005; special effort was made to differentiate the two field types during the 2007 survey program.
Volume 19, 2009

Daily maximum counts were estimates derived from the
maximum number of birds recorded at a specific time during the survey. Surveys in 2005 were conducted by a single
observer. In 2007, an additional observer was used to survey the east study area; once two cycles of the east study
area were completed, the second observer would join the
first observer on the west side. The observers were in constant communication via cell phone to relay information
regarding Sandhill Crane departures and arrivals, including
direction of flight to minimize the risk of double-counting
cranes or missing cranes foraging on certain fields. If the
origin or destination of cranes in flight could not be determined, they were not included in the field use analysis as
they were not associated with a specific field type.
Special care was taken during the surveys to avoid disturbing the cranes, including parking the vehicle far from
the cranes, moving slowly in the field upon approach using
field border shrubs for concealment, and using binoculars
and a high-powered zoom telescope (60mm Bausch & Lomb
“Discoverer”) to view the cranes up-close. As observed in
previous studies (Gebauer 1999), Sandhill Cranes generally do not flush when an observer is present, but slowly
distance themselves by walking away from the observer.
A total of eleven surveys were conducted during a seven
week period in 2005, and sixteen surveys were completed
over ten weeks in 2007.

Results
During the 2005 study, a maximum of 56 cranes were
recorded using fields adjacent to Crescent Slough (Figure
2). Sandhill Crane abundance steadily increased from only
four cranes in late August, peaked at 56 cranes on October
6th, and declined dramatically to 5 cranes on October 20th.
British Columbia Birds
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Figure 2. Daily maximum numbers of Sandhill Cranes,
displayed as total count and juveniles only, observed during the 2005 survey program.

In 2007, a maximum of 54 cranes were observed in the
survey area on October 5th, consistent with the 2005 results (Figure 3). In contrast to the 2005 results, Sandhill
Crane abundance increased quickly, jumping from two to
29 cranes on two surveys conducted one week apart, followed by a steady decline. There was more variation in
daily maximum crane numbers between surveys in 2007,
including two instances of declines between surveys prior
to the peak count, and a survey-to-survey increase after
peak count.
A maximum of three and four juveniles were positively
identified during the 2005 and 2007 survey programs, respectively.
During the 2005 study, very little movement of cranes
was observed; only five cranes were observed flying to Burns
Bog. In 2007, cranes were more frequently observed flying
from or heading in the direction of Burns Bog. While the
exact origins and destinations remain uncertain, the likelihood is high that these areas were in Burns Bog, as there
was no recorded occurrence of cranes on the east side which

Figure 3. Daily maximum numbers of Sandhill Cranes,
displayed as total count and juveniles only, observed during the 2007 survey program.
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might have been a more distant objective had they been using these fields.
While field use was not the focus of the 2005 and
2007 surveys, some interesting preliminary observations
were made. The agricultural fields where Sandhill Cranes
most frequently occurred in the survey area in both years of
the study are located along the western boundary of Burns
Bog. In general, all of the fields comprising the large farm
at the south end of 68th Street and the fields running linearly
north of this farm were most frequently used and thus can
be considered as preferred foraging habitat. In 2005, the
crops on these fields were primarily beans, cover crops (barley), and potatoes, as well as the short grass field pastures
managed for wildlife by local landowners in collaboration
with the Delta Farmland and Wildlife Trust. The areas west
of the popular foraging fields were also used, but much less
often.
Short grass pastures (including cover crops) were
rotationally available throughout the entire duration of
the 2005 study (between August 23 and October 20,
2005) and rated highest of the various field types for
Sandhill Crane occurrences (Figure 4). Sandhill Cranes
used this type of field for 91% of the total surveys conducted. Beans, potatoes, and harvested corn were available only on a seasonal basis. This seasonal availability
increases the significance of these types of fields relative to short grass pastures, which at first glance, appear to be the most favoured type of field. Harvested
corn fields only made up approximately one percent of
the fields available, but were one of the most utilized
field types. Bare fields (fields consisting of exposed soil,
including recently harvested potato and bean fields)
rated the lowest, with only one occurrence throughout
the duration of the 2005 study. There were no tall grass
pasture fields available in the study area in 2005.

Figure 4. Frequency and cumulative occurrence (as a
proportion of total crane observations) of Sandhill Cranes
in various field types in relation to field availability in 2005.
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Sandhill Crane occurrence by field type in 2007 was similar to what was recorded in 2005, with the notable exception of the greater occurrence of cranes in bare fields in 2007.
Sandhill Cranes appeared to prefer short grass pasture and
cover crops (primarily wheat), followed by bare fields and
fields where corn had been harvested (Figure 5). As in 2005,
harvested corn made up only 3% of the fields available in
the west study area, but was one of the most utilized field
types in 2007. Very little use was made of blueberry and
cranberry fields which made up almost 30% of the available fields in the west study area.

Discussion
Compared to previous records, the number of Sandhill
Cranes observed in the study area has increased (Gebauer
1995, and 1999). The source of the increase is speculative.
In 1999, the maximum number of Sandhill Cranes observed
(21) was within the 20 to 30 adults estimated to be still breeding in the Lower Mainland (Gebauer 1999). One interpretation is that the 56 and 54 individuals recorded in the 2005
and 2007 studies, respectively, are all part of that Lower
Mainland breeding population. If so, estimated breeding
populations have increased dramatically within the last several years, but have missed detection. More likely, although
there is no direct evidence of this, the increase is based on
the arrival of migrants from elsewhere. A logical source is
cranes migrating southward along the Pacific Flyway from
locations northwards along the coast, possibly from bog
habitats not dissimilar to Burns Bog.
While the origin of the ‘additional’ birds remains conjectural there is also no evidence about how long the cranes
remain in the study area. One might conclude the maximum
of 56 and 54 recorded individuals approximates a true maximum or there could be some passage of Sandhill Cranes
into and out of the study area during the staging period. One
of the cranes observed on September 12, 2007 was banded;
however, the grass was sufficiently tall to preclude reading
the ID. While this band was not observed again, conditions
of the survey, including obstructed views and long distances,
rendered it difficult to detect bands on the cranes. Some
questions on origins might have been better answered, as
well as the composition of the fall flocks, if any bands present
could have been readily observed.
Field use was similar between the two years. In both
years short grass pastures were the most favoured field type.
The preference persisted in 2007 even though we differentiated that category into short grass pasture and cover crops,
where cover crops were the second most favoured field type.
Those two field types along with bare fields and fields where
corn had been recently harvested were the four most favoured field types in 2007. In both years bare fields were
used proportionally more than were available; however, more
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Figure 5. Frequency and cumulative occurrence (as a proportion of total crane observations) of Sandhill Cranes in
various field types in relation to field availability in 2007.

bare fields were available in 2007, resulting in greater frequency of use by cranes. Very little use was made of cranberry or blueberry fields although these accounted for 29.4%
of the total number of fields available in 2007.
Field use also indicated distribution was concentrated
within the first row of fields adjacent to Crescent Slough
raising the question of whether field use, proximity to Burns
Bog, proximity to any forested environment, or some other
factor explains the distribution pattern observed. The first
tier of fields shares one characteristic: the occurrence of
human facilities and the disturbances they might represent
(low-level vehicle use) largely originate on just one flank,
the west, whereas most of the other fields tend to have human features (barns, houses, sheds) on more than one flank.
Information from the 2007 surveys provided more evidence (6 out of 12 flights clearly seen and followed) that
the Sandhill Cranes observed frequently flew in from the
direction of Burns Bog and departed in that direction. These
observations further support the long held hypothesis that
the Crescent Slough cranes overnight in Burns Bog and that
the Bog represents a key element in the combined fall staging habitat.
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Central Park in the dark, by Marie Winn. Farrar, Strauss
and Giroux, New York, 2008. 304 pages. Hardcover.
$27.50. ISBN 978-0-374-12011-5.
New York’s Central Park may not be a destination for
most British Columbia birders but it has a surprising amount
to offer. This 843-acre oasis of green in the midst of Manhattan is a powerful magnet for
birds migrating on the Atlantic
flyway. It is designated as an
Important Bird Area and considered one of the top birding
destinations in the USA. One
mid-May morning a few years
ago, on a walk led by renowned
birder Starr Saphir, we recorded
over 60 species of birds: a not
unusual total for that time of
year, yet quite incredible for the
centre of the densest metropolitan area in North America. Not
only migrants but a surprising
variety of resident birds can be found in the park, including
the famous Red-tailed Hawks and a group of re-introduced
Eastern Screech Owls.
The hawks were the subject of Marie Winn’s earlier book,
Red-Tails in Love, based on a series of articles she wrote for
The Wall Street Journal chronicling the story of Pale Male
and his nest high on an apartment building overlooking the
park. So much public interest in hawks was generated by
Pale Male that when the nest was removed as unsightly, it
led to “car horns honking on Fifth Avenue in support of
Hawks’ Rights”, and eventual restoration of the nest. Redtailed Hawks now nest all over Manhattan and with the future of the birds assured, Winn and friends tackled a new
quest: understanding the natural history of the park when
darkness falls and night time creatures emerge.
Central Park in the Dark is a delightful, lively account
of an extraordinary group of naturalists and their adventures in nature discovery—eleven years of night time exploration among the trees, ponds, bluffs and lawns, watching owls, grackles, bats, raccoons, moths, cicadas and slugs.
They brave the scary darkness to carefully record the time
of owl “fly-outs”, identify colourful but confusing moths
feeding on an oak tree’s sap, and watch for hours as two
mating slugs tenderly caress, dangling “on a long rubbery
slime string, a gastropodal bungee cord of sorts”. Winn’s
enthusiasm for her subjects, accurate scientific descriptions
and witty style, make for an exceptionally well-written nature book. She inspires the reader with the richness of knowledge that can be gained by consistent, regular, careful ob-
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servation of the minutiae of nature, carried out systematically over months or years. The group’s understandable fear
of the dark is overcome as that “powerful inhibitor of fear,
curiosity” comes to the fore. “You go into Central Park at
night?” people ask, upturn and crescendo on the last word
and “their eyes widen in horror”!
Birders will enjoy the stories of the Screech Owl reintroduction and pick up on the subtle undercurrent of tension
that this event created in the late 1990s and early 2000s. As
members of the Woodlands Advisory Board, a group set up
by the Central Park Conservancy, Winn and friends were
greatly taken aback to learn from an Urban Park Ranger
that not only had some spring peepers, a species of tiny tree
frog, been released into a park stream without their knowledge, but a full scale release of Eastern Screech Owl was
underway, part of Project X to reintroduce ten plant and ten
animal species into city parks. This turned out to be a pet
project of the Parks Commissioner and despite the Woodlands Advisory Board’s objections the project advanced, with
very mixed results. Winn documents the ups, downs, and
surprising results of this experiment, which reveals valuable lessons for everyone with an interest in the human “management” of nature.
There is much for the birding reader besides the birds,
and it should encourage the broadening of interests and observations towards a wider range of species and to all hours
of the day and night. The language is accurate (scientific
names are given) yet not technically overwhelming, descriptive and rich yet not sentimental. Despite the vocal disputes
that New Yorkers love to engage in, birders and naturalists
included, Winn is discrete in her criticisms and warm in her
enthusiasm for her friends and fellow “mothers” (to rhyme
with “authors”—think New York accent).
Chapter opening line drawings by Lee Stinchcomb add
to the visual appeal of the book. As someone who visits
Central Park regularly, I would have liked a map included
in the book, to help find the many enticing destinations
mentioned in the text. However, Cal Vornberger, photographer and author of The Birds of Central Park and one of the
cast of characters mentioned and indexed by Winn, includes
a good map on his website that shows most of the locations
(www.birdsofcentralpark.com/birdingmap.htm). Marie
Winn also has a website (http://mariewin.server304.com/)
and her blog continues the story of many of the creatures
and people in Central Park in the Dark.
I would strongly recommend this book to birders and
naturalists, whether or not they plan a trip to Central Park. It
will delight with its detailed observations, fluent commentary and lively character portrayal. Anyone who has dealt
with conflicting park jurisdictions will sympathise with the
struggles around the Screech Owl issue and share with Winn
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and friends the hope of a successful outcome. Most of all,
we should all be inspired to explore nature in the dark, wherever we live, for who knows what delights await us?
Anne Murray, 4992 Stevens Lane, Delta, B.C. V4M 1P1

Choosing wildness: my life among the ospreys, by Claude
Arbour, translated by Joan Irving. Greystone Books,
Douglas and McIntyre Publishing Group, Vancouver,
B.C. 2008. 242 pages. Soft cover. $24.95. ISBN 978-155365-297-7. (Originally published as Sentiers sauvages.
Les Éditions Michel Quintin, Waterloo, Que. 2000. 312
pages. Couverture souple. $22,95. ISBN 2-89435-159-3.)
Claude Arbour was a well known Quebec naturalist, selftaught and highly respected ornithologist, ecologist and conservationist. This is an account of his life in the boreal forest of
Quebec at Lac Villiers, about
40 km NE of Mont Tremblant
provincial park. He lived here
in relative isolation from 1987
to 2006, most of the time with
his wife and young family, and
traveled extensively by canoe
in summer and by dog team
in winter. He financed his life
in the wilderness by seeking
subscriptions from a wide circle of friends and well-wishers
who, in return, received an
annual “Letter from Lac
Villiers”. In the letters he described his observations of the
natural world and his journeys, thereby allowing others to share
his experiences. These journals form the basis of this book.
There are 60 short chapters, the majority undated, most
of them just 3 or 4 pages, and each one describing a day or
an event in Arbour’s life–a journey, an encounter with a
particular bird or animal, a project. The writing style is
friendly and conversational, easy to read, and in translation
retains its distinctively French flavour1.
For me, some of the most engaging parts of this book
were the 12 chapters (scattered throughout the book) on
Arbour’s interactions with Ospreys. He was an official rehabilitator for this species, which is notoriously hard to
keep alive in captivity. He describes his efforts—mostly
successes but some failures—to care for orphaned chicks
or injured birds, and to maintain rehabilitated birds through
the long winter until they could be released when lake ice
melted. He also did a great deal of what must have been
strenuous and dangerous work installing nesting platforms
for Ospreys at the top of living trees; in one season, with
some assistance, he installed 100 platforms.
1

There are also chapters on Common Ravens, Common
Loons (for which he built some not-very-successful floating nest-platforms), a Golden Eagle, Pileated Woodpeckers
and a few other birds, as well as accounts of beavers, otters,
wolves, and various other animals. Some remarkable pieces
of information are embedded in these accounts. For example, he discovered the reason why otters appear to “play”
by sliding down snowbanks; this is an effective way of drying-off after emerging from the water because the cold, finegrained snow readily absorbs moisture from fur. There is
also mention, here and there, of the threats to the natural
world arising from ever closer logging operations and increasing tourism. Several chapters are devoted to the management of his sled dogs, and a few to the human aspects of
life in the bush.
Of current interest to birders is Arbour’s account of his
work for the Atlas of the Breeding Birds of Québec. He was
fairly new to Lac Villiers when atlas work started, and anxious to know about not only the birds, but “all the plants,
mammals, fish, reptiles and amphibians … not to mention
the soil types and minerals found there” (p.14). So he enthusiastically volunteered to do 10 sections (squares)—1000
sq km! He admits that he had bitten off a rather large chunk
of territory. But he persevered, and by making observations
as he traveled more or less continuously for two summers,
he succeeded in compiling a landmark inventory that was
later published.
The downside of this book, at least in my opinion (perhaps not everyone’s), is the shortness of the chapters and
each chapter’s narrow focus, which together result in a narrative that often seems choppy and discontinuous; in lots of
places I was left wanting more connections, more context.
On the whole, the translator has done a good job, although
there are some minor mis-translations—mostly literal translations where a colloquial term should have been substituted; the term “ornithologist” (a literal translation) is used
where “bird watcher” would have been more appropriate. I
found very few minor errors, e.g., a 10x10 km atlas square
described as “10 sq km”, and an unduly large (length 1 m)
raven.
In general, the target audience for this book appears to
be the general public, Arbour’s objective probably being to
raise interest in natural history thereby, in the long run, promoting conservation. For birders and other already-committed naturalists, the book will be interesting, but one to borrow from the library rather than ordering your own copy.
Letters from Lac Villiers ceased in 2006 when Claude
Arbour was forced to leave his beloved wilderness due to
poor health and, with his wife, moved to Joliette to be close
to his doctors. Sadly, while browsing the web for background
information for this review, I found news of his death in
July of this year. He was 53 years old.
J.M. Ryder, 3415 West 24th Avenue, Vancouver, B.C. V6S 1L3

Thanks to Vancouver Public Library for obtaining Sentiers Sauvages by a special order, and to Michael Church for translations.
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The ferocious summer: Adélie Penguins and the warming
of Antarctica, by Meredith Hooper. Greystone Books,
Vancouver, B.C. 2008. 336 pages, illustrated. Hardcover.
$29.95. ISBN 978–1–55365–369–1.
The book’s central aim is to report on the phenomenon
of climate change as revealed in Antarctica, which “is currently warming six times faster than the average for the
planet” and “on the
western side of the Antarctic Peninsula [where]
the rise is ten times the
mean rate of global
warming”. The author’s
focus among the many
scientific disciplines
working on climate
change is the decline of
the Adélie Penguin colonies near the U.S.
Palmer Station. The
strange summer of
2001–2002 was the basis of her experience of
these events, an “eyewitness account of those
Palmer months”.
The subject’s timeliness and the author’s personal perspective made me anticipate an educational and enjoyable
read. Certainly the book contains an abundance of information on the lives of penguins and other creatures, on Antarctic research, and on the puzzle that is climate change in relation to those creatures. About one chapter in, however,
my anticipation was replaced by puzzlement, confusion, and
finally irritation which, unfortunately, only increased as I
fought my way through material as heavy going as plowing
through Antarctic sea ice.
The main problem seems to be that the author had not
decided before writing, what kind of book this was to be:
account of scientific studies, geological history, and meteorological data for lay readers; personal odyssey in an obviously entrancing part of the world; or daily life in a remote
research Station.
The lack of a clear perspective and sense of what details
are most important for informing non scientists about the
hugely complex and detailed material she has to deal with
results in a muddle. For example, the Adélie Penguins, supposedly the main subject, and as the scientists say, “an indicator species” for what is happening in the Antarctic, are
barely mentioned until halfway through the book. Even then,
the work on their decline continues to be interspersed with
equally detailed material on other species and ‘human interest’ snippets. Even after quite a clear summation near the
end in “What was happening?” the author again wanders
off into speculation, repetition of details on penguin num-
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bers, and vaguely philosophical ruminations.
Throughout the book, her mixing of history, scientific
details, descriptions of personal experiences and details of
daily life at the Palmer Station, and broader issues of politics and climate change make for confusion. She frequently
starts a chapter on one topic then veers off into half a dozen
other topics, all complex and often only partly related. Metaphors and analogies can be useful, but the relevance of some
is questionable. The use of terms such as ‘met obs’ for ‘meteorology observations’ is pretentious as is the frequent repetition of her title term ‘ferocious summer’, and incorrect
words such as ‘innovative chicks’ are used when ‘adventurous’ is meant.
When the author set her mind to a straightforward account of some topic, she gives the reader much fascinating
material and scientific ruminations, including of very complex arguments and data. Too often, however, the details
and what follows from them is not integrated into a larger,
comprehensible picture. The insert of photographs and the
maps are attractive, but a few tables of data on the penguins
and a basic map of where the numerous colonies discussed
were located would have helped greatly.
The mix of styles confounds the problem of comprehension. From page to page, and at times from paragraph to
paragraph, the writing jumps from logical narrative to
choppy, disconnected sentence fragments and phrases, to
entries that appear lifted from her diary with little editing,
to detailed descriptions of scientific field and overviews on
geological history and climate change. Quotations are inserted awkwardly, at times without point, and in an unconventional manner: [author’s words] Bill: ‘[quote]’.
The most irritating stylistic quirk for me is the continual
use of sentence fragments and descriptive phrases, with, at
times, hardly a complete sentence in a page. This makes
any narrative flow extremely difficult to discern, a serious
flaw in a work purporting to clarify a very serious topic for
a largely lay audience. In places, the writing seems like a
Power Point presentation without the crucial visual support.
With perseverance, because I was to write a review, I
learned quite a lot from the book about Adélie Penguins,
Antarctica, its wildlife, and climate change. Nonetheless, I
would not recommend buying The Ferocious Summer as a
way of doing so.
Eva Durance, 1120 Jonathan Dr., Penticton, B.C. V2A 8Z6

The life of the skies: birding at the end of nature, by
Jonathan Rosen. Farrar, Straus & Giroux, New York,
2008. 325 pages, some black-and-white illustrations.
Hardcover. $26.50. ISBN 978-0-374-18630-2.
The jacket cover claims this book is a “fresh and utterly
fascinating new exploration of birds and beyond.” It certainly explores “beyond” through a wealth of quotes and
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references! From poets to psychiatrists, Rosen attempts to
bring all together under one wing.
A partial list of those Rosen quotes or discusses during
sometimes long flights of literary musings includes: John
James Audubon, Thornton W. Burgess, Joseph Conrad,
Charles Darwin, Emily
Dickenson, Sigmund
Freud, Robert Frost, John
Keats, Ken Kaufman, Bill
McKibben,
Herman
Melville, Roger Tory
Peterson,
Theodore
Roosevelt, David Sibley,
Wallace Stevens, James T.
Tanner, Henry David
Thoreau, Edward O.
Wilson, T.H. White, Walt
Whitman, and W.B. Yeats.
The result, in this reviewer’s opinion, is a tome that
lacks a coherency that illuminates “... the complex
relationship humans have
with their flying counterparts ...” (jacket summary). Although
Rosen fails to live up to this view because of too much historical interspersed with the personal, his delight and interest in his subject does feather the text in a humorous manner that can keep re-engaging the reader.
Rosen’s ability to engage the reader shines most clearly
in chapters in which he relates personal quests that he undertook as someone coming later in life to the passion of
birdwatching. Two such chapters are “The Ghost Bird”
(chapter one) and “The Hidden Swamp” (chapter sixteen).
The first entices the reader with Rosen’s experiences tagging along on a search for the Ivory-billed Woodpecker—
an exciting, often humorous tale of discomfort, daring and
true appreciation of birdwatching. Rosen thoughtfully notes
that the pursuit is uplifting whether for an endangered species or a “common” feathered friend. “The Hidden Swamp”
takes the reader out of the realm of American bird history
into another personal journey, this in Israel. Rosen admits
to being a rather desultory birdwatcher at the time but he
evokes a clear sense of place through vivid descriptions of
his guide, the people and the landscape he experiences on
the trip. He ably weaves interesting bird sightings (Griffon
Vultures) with Middle Eastern history into a readable narrative.
In between such chapters, tangents of data on
birdwatching, American history, poetry, general quotes and
other information pepper the pages much like a dead tree
favoured by woodpeckers. These can either derail the reader’s effort to follow Rosen’s personal story or stand alone
as enriching snippets of potential dinner party conversation;
for example, Frank Chapman created the first Christmas bird
count in 1900 in an effort to change traditional bird hunts—
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of often thousands of birds—to a less bloody celebration of
abundance (page 41). It is these tangents that make this book
an interesting (if at times laborious) read. Rambling on evolution and theology as they relate to birdwatching can provide an informative focus as the reader skims the text (not
necessarily starting at the beginning!) Conversely, such ramblings can be skimmed and the reader can focus on Rosen’s
personal tales. His style and wit are engaging.
However, being able to take such opposite approaches
to reading this book developed a sense of ambivalence to
the merits of the book in this reviewer. Just what is Rosen’s
main goal in offering so much? It is as if he has a “life list”
of knowledge he wishes to share! Consequently, it is difficult for this reviewer to call such a broad approach to the
history and significance of birdwatching a “good read” or a
“recommended resource”. For some, it could be a useful
historical reference (although the lack of an index severely
curtails this usefulness). For others, Rosen’s style and humour could be entertaining enough to keep the pages turning.
There are other better books on birdwatching or birds in
general that make better gift choices if one is looking for
something for the “birder” in the family. However, history
buffs that are birdwatchers might wish to consider The Life
of the Skies as an informal addition to their academic library.
Nancy Josephson, Box 504, Ashcroft, B.C. V0K 1A0

Birdwatcher: the life of Roger Tory Peterson, by Elizabeth
J. Rosenthal. The Lyons Press, Conn. 2008. 464 pages.
Hardcover, illustrated. $34.95. ISBN 1-59921-294-3.
When I was a teenager, I seldom went far without my
copy of Roger Tory Peterson’s Field Guide to Western Birds
(1961 edition). At that time, Peterson’s guides were the gold
standard for bird guides. It was my companion on birding
trips around western Canada and the USA for many years.
Unwittingly, the ease by which it allowed me to identify
birds naturally brought me among a burgeoning rank of
young people with a new interest in nature. It is now clear
that these guides introduced millions of people to nature
through birds.
Birdwatcher is a biography of Roger Tory Peterson’s
remarkable life. There are 19 chapters in five parts, beginning with the “Boy Rebel” and ending with the “Bird Man
of Bird Men”.
Peterson writes that his interest in birds began in 1920
when he spotted a flicker asleep on a tree trunk after a long
migration. He quietly approached and touched the sleeping
bird that startled and flew off. From then on, Peterson was
bedazzled by birds. His obsession grew as Peterson turned
his artistic skills to painting birds. It was perhaps predictable that his hard work, birding skill and artistic abilities
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would converge to produce a field guide to birds. Field Guide
to Eastern Birds was published in 1934 by Houghton Mifflin.
It was an instant success and ushered in a new world for
birdwatchers that swept the continent and soon the world.
Birdwatcher is an in-depth account of Peterson’s life told
by his friends, colleagues, family and competitors. The text
is interspersed with anecdotes from all of these people. One
of the best is one often quoted by Peterson himself: “Bird
watching is old enough to have stood the test of time, young
enough to lie within the age of exploration. By some, it is
regarded as a mild paralysis of the central nervous system,
which can be cured only by rising at dawn and sitting in a
bog. Others regard it as a harmless occupation of children,
into which maiden aunts may sometimes relapse. The truth
is that it is anything you care to make it. It is unquestionably
a hobby that can be thoroughly enjoyed for an entire lifetime.”
The book unveils the good and not so good side of
Peterson and his drive to be best, often at the expense of his
family. It refers to many of his contemporaries and their
roles in National Audubon, Nature Canada, CBC Nature of
Things, and the American Ornithologists Union. The book
is a good example of how a single man of modest beginnings, through determination, arose to become one of the
20th century’s most influential conservationists in the world.
Well researched and entertaining, Birdwatcher is a testament to the greatness of Roger Tory Peterson.
Rob Butler, 824 Ladner Street, New Westminster, B.C. V3L 4W4

A mountain year: nature diary of a wilderness dweller, by
Chris Czajkowski. Harbour Publishing, Madeira Park,
B.C., 2008. 176 pages, illustrated. Hardcover. $36.95.
ISBN 978-1-55017-441-0.
Chris Czajkowski first came to my attention some
twenty years ago with an article which appeared in
Harrowsmith magazine. In it she described how she built
her first log cabin alone in the Coast Mountains of B.C.
The fact that she defies the macho Davy Crockett stereotype, and instead was a tall English woman made the story
all the more intriguing. Since that time she has established
an ecotourism business and written several books describing her life and adventures in her beloved mountain home
of Nuk Tessli.
Her latest effort is a record of the natural history throughout a year spent in her mountain home located just south of
the boundary of Tweedsmuir Provincial Park. It is a journey
through all the seasons as she hikes, paddles, and skis around
the area surrounding her mountain home. She makes observations on the resident and migrating birds as well as on the
phenology of the flora. This is interspersed with weather
observations and her unique brand of humour and language
(anthropodisneyized has got my vote for word of the year).
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In addition there are observations and artwork on mammals,
insects and amphibians native to the area. The author has
included a bird list for the area as well as a plant list which
includes the scientific names. This should prove helpful to
birders and botanists visiting the area.
The high elevations of the Coast Mountains are areas
that few of us visit outside the good weather window found
during the short summer months. This book offers an interesting view into a landscape
and ecosystem for the full 12
months of the year.
This book is not a scientific treatise but rather the
joyous expression of an unabashed nature lover. It conveys the enthusiasm of the
amateur naturalist who each
day has a new learning experience.
Her chronicle is richly illustrated throughout with
black and white sketches and
colour illustrations. These
are not the sometimes sterile illustrations found in a field
guide but rather the colourful interpretations of an artist and
give the book a rich visual appeal.
I did find one error in the book, where the painting of a
White Rhododendron is mislabelled a White Mountain
Azalea. My only criticism would be the variable range of
quality of the illustrations. The author has attempted to illustrate many of her observations. Some are merely an artist’s working sketches while others are fine colour paintings. I would have been happy to see a bit more editing of
the illustrations.
I would recommend this book to birders and naturalists
who wish to rediscover the beauty to be found in the Coast
Mountains of B.C.
Frank Hovenden, 1420 McPhee Ave., Courtenay, B.C. V9N 3A5

Falcons of North America, by Kate Davis. Mountain Press
Publishing, Missoula, Montana. 2008. xii + 227 pages.
Softcover, photographs, sketches, maps. $22.00 U.S. ISBN
O-87842-553-5.
Little did I know when I reviewed an early draft of the
Peregrine Falcon section of this book, what an absolute gem
this book would become!
In the past 20 years Kate Davis has given over 1100
educational talks, usually accompanied by 2–3 raptors, to
school groups and others, mainly in Montana. Her collection has between 15 and 20 “avian ambassadors”, from a
Pygmy Owl to a Golden Eagle. Kate hunts with an adult
Peregrine named “Sibley”, and has been involved with re-
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habilitation of injured wildlife since she was a teenager.
She is very excited about these birds, and it comes across
in her writing.
Her new book (September 2008) is a very sizeable, wideranging, informative, and thoughtful treatment of the natural history of the six species of falcons that reside in North
America: the American Kestrel, Merlin, Aplomado Falcon,
Prairie Falcon, Peregrine
Falcon, and Gyrfalcon.
The main chapters deal
with morphology and
physiology, behaviour and
feeding, nesting and
breeding, movements, relations with humans, conservation, and threats. Six
species accounts follow,
ranging from three to six
pages of small print, plus
photos and range maps.
An appendix summarizes
how researchers, photographers, and others should
behave at or near falcon
nests. A second appendix provides information and plans
for building and installing kestrel nest boxes. A four page
glossary explains avian terms from “allopreening” to “wingloading”. Four pages of references are followed by a six
page index. This is a well-thought-out, well researched, well
executed book. Kate had about 20 well-known raptorial
people review various parts of the book. It is an excellent
introduction to this fascinating group of high-speed raptors.
The 200 photos in this book probably are the most stunning collection of raptor photos to be found in one book
anywhere. There are, of course, a few “classic” portraits, of
a perched falcon, or of an adult at a nest with nestlings, but
many are high-speed action photos – stunning, high quality,
action photos. Rob Palmer mostly has concentrated on flight
photos of falconry birds, and Nick Dunlop mostly has concentrated on photos of wild Peregrines in California, and
they and the other 13 photographers have contributed a remarkable collection of mostly crisp images, including framefilling flight shots, copulating Kestrels, Peregrines catching
salmonflies, aerial food-transfers between adults, and hunting flights at shorebirds. This book combines authoritative
text with remarkable illustrations.
Considering the massive scientific literature that exists
on these birds, Kate has done a good job of compiling and
explaining many of the interesting nuggets of information
on the six falcon species. As one must expect in a book
aimed at non-specialists, the pertinent scientific literature
is not cited in the text where it is discussed, and only some
of the sources for specific points are identifiable in the list
of references. In the text and in the glossary, she gives
crisp explanations of many unusual or technical terms so
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that the non-technical reader does not get lost in the necessary jargon.
In most subjects dealing with scientific details, there can
be differences of opinion. This book contained several statements that, from my experience or reading elsewhere, did
not seem to ring true and should at least have been qualified
or questioned by its author. Three examples follow. First,
on p. 42 the author stated that rangle (pebbles, deliberately
swallowed) “is believed to break down the food in ways
comparable to gizzards in plant-eating birds.” She also notes
that rangle “may also clean the stomach and crop lining.”
The first suggested use of rangle does not appear in any
literature that I can find, while the second use does (e.g.,
Fox 1995, Thomsett 2007). Second, on p. 19–20 the author
discusses, and apparently fully accepts, the findings of
Tucker (2000) and Tucker et al. (2000), that falcons, because of the higher visual acuity of the deep foveas in their
eyes versus the shallow foveas, dive toward distant prey not
in a straight line but along a logarithmic spiral curve while
watching the prey with the deep fovea of one eye and keeping the head aligned with the rest of the body. While Tucker’s observations and hypothesis are very interesting, I think
that, in the falcon attacks that he studied, other factors such
as the lay of the land, the location of the sun (for the falcon
to approach prey ‘out of the sun’), or the flight path of the
prey relative to the attacking falcon may have caused the
curved flight-paths of the attacking falcon and misled him
into proposing that falcons watch distant prey with only the
deep fovea of one eye while diving along a long curving
path towards the prey. In my experience, a trained or wild
falcon that is very high and directly overhead dives directly
toward distant prey that is fleeing directly away, and the
falcon’s dive-path does not curve to the left or right of the
prey; i.e., the falcons probably look straight ahead at the
distant prey, with both eyes, while diving directly at it. Almost certainly Kate Davis has seen the same thing. A third
example is on p. 136–137 where, in discussing raptor
mortalities caused by wind turbines, Kate states, “Birds are
unable to see the spinning blades (like humans can’t see the
spinning propellers on aircraft…”. I think birds can see the
wind turbine blades; I certainly can. My suspicion is that
birds have not had time to evolve methods to avoid these
man-made intrusions in their environment and simply “don’t
get it”, and fly into the path of wind turbine blades for exactly the same reason that these expert high-speed interceptors (falcons) fly in front of moving cars or stand on a road
and fatally watch an approaching car. But these are “picky”
points, they are few, and they barely detract from a superb
book. Although falcons probably are her first love, I hope
that Kate considers writing similar books on the other North
American raptors.
Falcons of North America is well produced, it has a smattering of typos and editorial glitches, the reproduction of
the many photographs is excellent, and, interestingly, it was
printed in Canada, by Friesens. Readers of British Colum-
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bia Birds will find this book to be an affordable, extremely
interesting and visually stimulating introduction to the lives
and conservation of North American falcons.
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Birds of North America: the complete photographic guide
to every species, editor-in-chief Francois Vuilleumier.
Dorling-Kindersley Ltd, China. 2009. 744 pp. Hardcover;
photographs, illustrations. $55.00. ISBN 978-1-55363103-3.
At nearly 3 kg the Birds of North America is certainly
not a field guide in the portable sense, but it packs a massive amount of readily accessible information into the 744
pages of photographs and illustrations, managing to devote a page to each of the
654 most common North
American bird species, as
well as 15 pages to 60 rare
species, 8 pages to a list of
recognized vagrants and a
3-page glossary. “A Complete Photographic Guide to
Every Species” is their
stated goal – I would say
they have achieved this with
full honours.
Overall this is an excellent reference text for North
American birds at all levels of experience for use before
heading into the field or to refer to later. Even as a “coffeetable” book it is not out of place. The introductory 14-page
section contains topics on evolution, anatomy and flight,
migration, courtship and mating, nests and eggs that are all
excellent in detail and illustration. A particularly useful section on bill shape in the context of food sources, as well as
wing and tail shapes, colours and markings will be of good
use for the beginner, and a reminder for the experienced
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birder, of how form and function are integrally connected
in the evolution of the various bird families represented in
North America.
The photographs are of the highest quality and the inflight illustrations are consistently accurate. On each photograph the important identifying features are noted in detail.
The standard page format shows a 1/3rd page photo of the
most common (usually male) plumages seen in North
America, as well as smaller photos of juvenile, female, nonbreeding, and immature, as appropriate for each species.
Flight patterns are depicted graphically, and a brief description follows. North American 4-colour occurrence maps
accompany each of the 650 species, along with a notation
on breeding habits and wintering locations if present in North
America in the non-breeding season.
A full paragraph introduces each species, giving further
details such as recognized sub-species or historical information on the naming of the species. For example, Wilson’s
Storm-Petrel was named after Alexander Wilson, often called
the “father of North American ornithology”, or Forster’s Tern
after “Johann Reinhold Forster, a naturalist who accompanied the explorer Captain Cook on his epic second voyage
(1772-75)”. Not the standard type of information normally
found in birding guides, but very interesting from a historical perspective.
Descriptions of vocalizations are provided, along with
nesting and feeding details. The voice details are somewhat
less detailed than in The Sibley Guide to Birds, but the basics
are adequate. In any case, written descriptions are no substitute for recordings, as each person interprets vocalizations
somewhat differently. Attempting to consistently describe
voice is a marginal pastime at best, not to mention intra-specific variability over large geographic areas.
I found particularly useful the “Similar Species” section,
where photographic and written details of one or two potential confusion species are provided. At the bottom of each
page is a 6-box banner covering length, weight, wingspan,
social characteristics, lifespan and conservation status. Measurements are given in both metric and imperial units.
It is interesting to compare range maps of past decades
to those presented in this tome. For instance, in The Birds of
Canada, the 1966 breeding distribution of the Yellow-bellied Flycatcher was “east of the Rockies”, while in this book
is reported to extend well into central Alaska. Similarly
Canada Warbler had not yet been noted in northeastern B.C.
in 1966, now it is. Improved reporting, or range extension?
If there is any knock on this book, it is the same as for all
photographic guides – any single bird photograph cannot
show the combined nuances of field markings that can be
included in illustrations. Also, species such as Dark-eyed
Junco and Grey-crowned Rosy-Finch, that have numerous
sub-populations, are each covered on a single page. For comparison, in The Sibley Guide to Birds and the National Geographic Field Guide to the Birds of North America, Darkeyed Junco has 10 and 29 photos or illustrations devoted to
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it respectively, compared to 6 in this book. Four of the five
recognized populations are presented however, and defining characteristics are clearly marked. The occurrence map
does not separate the various populations by locale, a minor
irritation easily rectified by other references.
I enjoyed this book immensely, and I expect to continue
to use it as a resource in the future. The shortcomings are
few, unless you want to try to use it in the field, for which
you may wish to consider a porter. The layout of each page,
and the information provided, is consistent from species to
species. Priced comparably to The Sibley Guide to Birds, I
would not hesitate to recommend this book for all levels of
bird enthusiasts.
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Acknowledgements
and editor’s comments
This issue brings a variety of papers on the ecology and
behaviour of some British Columbia birds, including two
in-depth papers on Williamson’s Sapsucker, as well as documentation of the first occurrence of a new species for the
province. There are also reviews of 8 books covering the
spectrum interests of BCFO members from a field guide to
a biography of Roger Tory Peterson. We are also starting a
photo essay on the inside back cover, which illustrates some
aspect of bird behaviour that has been captured in photo
form. I encourage submissions for this page from BCFO
members for our next issue.
Thanks for the peer review of the papers go to Editorial
Board members Neil Bourne, Andy Buhler, Mark Phinney
and Mary Taitt. Thanks as well go to the external reviewers
of the papers and the reviewers of the books, all of whom
have given willingly of their time and thought to help deliver this issue of British Columbia Birds. Neil Dawe again
has done a great job of the production of the journal and of
placing the papers and reviews on the website.
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My greatest appreciation goes to the authors who have
submitted manuscripts over the past year; without their commitment to write up their observations and submit them to
peer review, BCFO would not have a journal. A few years
ago British Columbia Birds was three years behind in the
production of an annual volume, largely due to a slow supply of manuscripts. Due to your submissions as members
and the hard work of the previous editor John Sprague, the
journal was brought up to date. The submissions in this issue were received over a period of 13 months, and there are
currently no submissions pending, although several are
promised. If we are to have a solid journal, all members
need to increase their efforts to submit manuscripts and to
encourage friends and colleagues to submit papers on rarities or range expansions, the general status of species, avian
ecology and behaviour of wild birds in British Columbia.
All of the current papers and reviews appear on our website
as soon as they are accepted, which should encourage people to submit manuscripts.—Art Martell
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Great Blue Heron preying on Shiner Perch, Stanley Park, Vancouver, B.C., 2006 May 27. Photos by Neil K. Dawe.

Back cover: Sandhill Cranes in short grass pasture field, adjacent to harvested corn field, along western boundary of Burns
Bog, Delta, B.C. These were some of the 54 cranes observed in the Sloboda et al. survey area on 2007 October 5 (see page
24). Photo by S.Sloboda.
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